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Debate to fill SGA positions
By Anthony DiPasquale
Head Photo
A debate was held yesterday 
between SGA election candi­
dates and a panel consisting of 
SGA Attorney General Michael 
Borgia. SGA Treasurer Perry 
DelVecchio and John Navarro, 
managing editor of the Mont- 
clarion .
The candidates running 
against current SGA President 
Tommy Mergola are Anthony 
Tuths, a legislator and chairper­
son for the SGA’s ad hoc 
committee on alcohol, and 
Mary Jane Linnehan, treasurer 
for the Drop-In Center.
When asked how students 
have benefited from the SGA’s 
increased fee, Mergola replied, 
“Students have seen the effects 
of the increase because the 
money has enabled organiza­
tions to get sell-out bands like 
Eddie Money and Little Feat.”
Mergola disagreed with a 
remark that his overt personal-
ity was responsible for a break­
down in communication be­
tween the SGA and class one 
organizations. “It’s not a per­
sonality contest,” said Mergola. 
“I have a responsibility to do 
what I feel is right.”
Linnehan said the SGA pres­
ident has to work to eliminate 
the apathy that has been created 
at MSC by the current admin­
istration. “We can use commun­
ication and compromise to 
destroy student apathy towards 
the SGA,” she said.
Anthony Tuths, pro-alcohol 
lobbyist, said that he is the 
change the SGA needs to get 
legislation passed. “I stuck my 
neck out for the students, trying 
to get alcohol in the dorms for 
students like myself who con­
sider the dorms their homes,” 
he said.
The candidates running for 
SGA secretary are Helen Ar- 
chontou and Judy Mendez. A 
major point concering the 
secretary-elect is how the SGA 
office can run effectively with
t v
Mary Jane Linnehan, Anthony
a reduced staff due to the job 
freeze. Both candidates said that 
they hope to recruit volunteers 
until the situation is remedied.
Mendez said, “Legislative 
experience is essential for the
Tuths, and Tommy Mergola debate for position of SGA president.
position of SGA secretary, and of legislative experience, saying,
I can bring to the position my 
experience of being president of 
Aspira and a member of the 
public policy club.”
Archontou defended her lack
‘I want to be a role model for 
students who are intimidated 
and feel they’re not qualified 
just because they have no ex- 
cont. on p. 5
R eid named president Trustees consider 9.7 percent hike in tuition
Information courtesy 
of Public Information
Irvin D. Reid of The Univer­
sity of Tennessee at Chattanoo­
ga was named president of MSC 
following a formal vote last 
Thursday by the college’s Board 
of Trustees. When he takes 
office on Aug. 1, Dr. Reid will 
become the seventh president of 
MSC.
Reid, who is currently dean 
of the School of Business Ad - 
ministration and John Stag- 
maier Professor of Economics 
and Business Administration at 
Tennessee, was selected from 
approximately 140 applicants in 
a nationwide search for a suc­
cessor to Dr. Donald E. Wal­
ters.
Walters decided last fall not 
to return to active status as 
president following a medical 
leave during which he was 
treated for a type of brain 
cancer.
For the past year and a half, 
during Walters’ leave and while 
the presidential search was 
being conducted, Dr. Richard 
A. Lynde has served as acting 
president of MSC.
Lynde, who previously held 
the position of vice president for 
academic affairs, will return to 
that post when Reid assumes
By Carl Chase
Staff Writer
With a unanimous vote, the 
Board of Trustees formally 
named Dr. Irvin D. Reid MSC’s 
seventh president in a packed 
public meeting on April 6.
Currently dean of the School 
of Business Administration and 
John Stagmaier Professor of 
Economics and Business Ad­
ministration at The University 
of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 
Reid will visit the College a 
number of times in the coming 
weeks.
Acting President Dr. Richard 
A. Lynde said Reid was “deligh­
ted, and he’s really looking 
forward to being on our cam­
pus,” adding the transition has 
already begun. Reid will take 
office on Aug. 1.
The board reviewed tuition 
and fee recommendations made 
by the administration for fiscal 
year 1990. The recommenda­
tions include a five dollar per 
credit increase to fifty-three 
dollars per credit for undergrad­
uate students who are N.J. 
residents.
Out-of state students would 
pay $80 per credit, an eight 
dollar increase; for graduate 
students, ten and thirteen dollar 
increases are proposed. All 
increases include one dollar to 
raise matching funds for the
state “Education” bond issue, 
passed by N.J. voters last No­
vember.
The administration projects a 
budget shortfall of about $2.8 
million which it hopes to reduce 
by just over $1 million with the 
higher tuition.
An increase in the mandatory 
Athletic fee is requested, from 
$1.25 to $2.25 as well as a new 
fee of $45 for Summer Orien­
tation to be paid by students 
participating in the two-day, 
two-night program.
The administration on its 
own authority will increase late 
payment and late registration 
fees from $15 to $50, and for 
Teacher Education students, 
increase the Student Teaching 
Fee by 150% to $150. A new 
“Teacher Education Fee”, also 
$ 150, is introduced for students 
enrolling in “Teacher, School 
and Society”.
Undergraduates who com­
mute can expect to pay $2,037 
annually, based on 30 credits. 
This is a 9.7%, or $ 180, increase. 
Rising fees for food service will 
cost residents an additional 
increase of $82 for a $262 rise, 
or 4.6%.
Professor of Anthropology 
Dr. Richard W. Franke, pres­
ident of Local 1904 AFT. AFL- 
CIO. said of the changes that 
the union would strongly op- 
cont. on p. 6
Irvin D. Reid will become the seventh president of MSC. He 
is succeeding Dr. Donald Walters who retired due to medical 
reasons last fall.
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Judeo-Christian dialogue almost finished
By Joan Groom
Staff Writer
We are just halfway through 
the interfaith dialogue necessary 
to bring Jews and Christians to 
full acceptance and enrichment 
of each other, Dr. Michael 
Kogan, chairman of the philo­
sophy and religion department 
said in his lecture held in Kops 
Lounge last Wednesday night.
Kogan outlined three neces­
sary steps in the Jewish- 
Christian dialogue, first recog­
nizing one another’s humanity, 
second recognizing one anoth­
er’s faith, and finally mutually 
enriching one another through 
sharing traditions and faith.
Kogan spoke in the third and 
last of the department’s Brantl 
Memorial Lectures, looking at 
the future of the Jewish and 
Christian dialogue.
Kogan began with a historical 
recapping of the Jewish- 
Christian experience saying, 
“Through the Middle Ages Jews 
were seen as demonic, allied to 
Satan, poisoners of wells and 
murderers of Christian child­
ren. In reaction, Jews began to 
view Christians as idolaters at 
best and as soulless at worst.”
These attitudes remained 
until the founding of the United 
States, Kogan explained, “On 
the third of July 1776 there was 
not one Jew on this planet who 
was a full and equal citizen of 
any country on earth.”
Their full citizenship in 
America marked the beginning 
of the de-demonization of the 
Jewish people, Kogan added. It 
was interrupted by the back­
lash of Anti-Semitism which 
reached its horrid climax under 
Hitler, in the Holocaust.
“The trauma of the death 
camps made us face the ultimate 
end of demonization of (Jews),” 
he said.
Today, “Only on the extreme 
fringe of the Jewish Ultra- 
Orthodox and the Christian 
Fundamental Nativists is the 
mutual humanity of the Jews 
and Christians (still) denied,” 
said Kogan.
“Now we’re involved in the 
second step (of the dialogue), 
the recognition of the mutual 
validity of each tradition: that
R eid named president
cont. from p. 1
“Dr. Reid brings to Montclair 
State College a record of 
achievement in academic affairs 
within the university together 
with external visibility and 
activity in community affairs 
that have been beneficial to the 
University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga. We look forward 
to his enthusiasm and energy as 
he assumes the leadership of 
Montclair State in the decade 
of the 90s,” said Murray L. 
Cole, chairperson of the Board 
of Trustees, following Reid’s 
appointment at last Thursday’s 
meeting of the board.
Over the past several months, 
MSC has had a presidential 
search committee with repres­
entation from the trustees, 
faculty, administration, staff, 
alumni and students which 
screened applications and con­
ducted interviews. The final 
selection was made by the 
Board of Trustees.
Reid holds Ph.D. and mas­
ter’s degrees from The Wharton 
School at the University of 
Pennsylvania, both in business 
and applied economics, and 
another master’s and a bache­
lor’s degree, both in general 
experimental psychology, from 
Howard University.
He also studied at Harvard 
University’s Institute for Educa­
tional Management, conducted 
for senior university administra­
tors by the Graduated Schools 
of Education and Business.
Reflecting on his appoint­
ment as president of MSC, Reid 
said, “MSC is an institution of 
enorm ous accomplishments 
and, I believe, an institution 
with even greater potential for
future achievements. I hope that 
with the help of its board, its 
distinguished faculty, its stu­
dents and staff, and its many 
alumni and citizen supporters,
I will be able to provide the 
leadership for what promises to 
be an exciting voyage through 
the last decade of this century 
and into the next.
“I am truly excited by this 
trem endous opportunity to 
serve as MSC’s seventh presi­
dent and to be part of MSC’s 
process of further realizing its 
appropriate role of academic 
leadership,” he added.
In a previous statement supp­
lied to the MSC board, Reid 
said he believes the undergrad­
uate academic experience is “the 
framework for social, intellec­
tual and economic challenges 
which each student will face. It 
is not a process of obtaining all 
of the information he or she will 
need in life. Nor is it, for that 
matter, a process of obtaining 
a substantial amount of that 
information. It is a process of 
learning how to learn through 
one’s lifetime.”
Referring to both the under­
graduate and the graduate 
experience, Reid added, “Edu­
cation, to paraphrase someone 
else, is not the filling of a vessel, 
it is the lighting of a flame.”
He is married to Dr. Pamela 
Reid, a psychologist, who is 
head of the department of' 
psychology of women. They 
have a daughter, Nicole, a 
junior at the University of 
Pennsylvania, majoring in eco­
nomics and communications, 
and a son, Dexter, who is a 
junior in high school.
Judaism will recognize Chris­
tianity as a valid religion involv­
ing the participation of God and 
that Christianity will recognize 
Judaism as a valid religion 
involving God,” Kogan said.
Kogan traced the history of 
the affirmation of Judaism by 
the Catholic Church through 
the Second Vatican Council, to 
the review of Catholic church 
school books with Jewish lead­
ers and the removal of Anti- 
Jewish references.
He said recent statements of 
several major Protestant 
churches have shown their 
recognition of the faith of Jews 
as well.
Kogan expressed the need for 
affirmation of Jews by Chris­
tians saying, “We Jews desire 
that Christians affirm the on­
going validity of our covenant 
relationship to God, still valid 
after Jesus, as it was before 
Jesus.”
He asked “Are we willing to 
make the corresponding move 
on our side? Are we willing to 
affirm that God, the God of 
Israel, and of all humanity, was 
involved in the life of Jesus?
Was involved and revealed in 
the founding of the Christian 
faith and its growth and spread 
across Europe and its journey 
to America and its central 
place in the hearts of hundreds 
of millions of our fellow be­
ings?”
Only if both Christians and 
Jews are willing to affirm one 
another’s faith, said Kogan, 
“can the interfaith dialogue 
complete it’s second step so that 
Jewish Israelites and Christian 
Israelites can truly join hands 
as brothers and sisters and 
spiritual partners witnessing for 
God in theworld. God knows, 
the world needs us both.”
The third step which then lies 
ahead of us, said Kogan is to 
enrich one another by a cross 
fertilization which will bring 
mutual gain for each tradition.
This step can be taken in part 
by eliminating discrimatory 
references from church mate­
rials and by teaching about one 
another’s beliefs in churches and 
synagogues, he added.
“ Knowledge of only one 
religion is knowledge of no 
religion at all because it denies
that reaching beyond, that 
sharing, that self transcendence 
which is what religion is,” 
Kogan said.
“The tendency of creedal 
communities: Jewish, Catholic, 
Protestant, to hide behind dog­
mas and separatist notions is an 
anti-religious tendency. It closes 
us off from other human beings. 
It deludes us into the folly of 
exclusivism and the idolitry of 
imagining that God is ultimately 
restricted to manmade images 
that our respective traditions 
have constructed of him,” said 
Kogan.
Kogan suggested that Jews 
see in Jesus the last great Jewish 
prophet who commented on 
their tradition. He urged Chris­
tians to view modern Jewish 
history as they viewed Old 
Testament Jewish history, to 
learn from the struggles of a 
people caught between principle 
and power, today, as always.
As Jews and Christians com­
plete this dialogue of acceptance 
they will, “Finally enter into the 
fullness of human self trans­
cendence to which we are sum­
moned by a common Father,” 
said Kogan.
Change in part-tim e registration 
brings advantages to first arrivals
By Maureen McGuire
Correspondent______________
The new “on-line” registra­
tion process is slightly different 
for graduate and part-time 
undergraduate students than it 
is for full-time undergraduates, 
according to Assistant Registrar 
Denise DeBlasio.
“Their registration form will 
be mailed to their homes and 
instead of specific times on their 
form, there will be a date by 
which they can drop off the 
form or mail it to us,” said 
DeBlasio.
The schedules will be entered 
onto the computer system as 
they are received and the stu-
dents will then be sent their 
actual schedule within a few 
days, she added.
“We are doing it this way for 
graduate and part-time stu­
dents,” DeBlasio said, “because 
the percentage of these students 
who don’t get the courses they 
want is very low. And the few 
who don’t like their schedules 
can come down to the Regis­
tra r’s Office in person and 
change it.”
The schedules will be color- 
coordinated to prevent students 
from registering before their 
assigned date.
Part-time undergraduate stu­
dents with 68 or more credits 
from April 25 to 27; students 
with 31 to 61 credits earned can
submit forms from May 2 to 4, 
and students with less than 31 
credits earned can submit forms 
from May 9 to 11.
Graduate students can sub­
mit their forms between April 
25 and May 11. They will be 
processed on a first-received 
basis.
Fall 1989 schedule of courses 
booklets will be available on 
April 20.
“We’re real excited about the 
new system,” DeBlasio said.
A promotional campaign for 
the system will include raffles 
and prizes at the in-person 
registration each day. Students 
can win t-shirts or a complimen­
tary dinner for two at Charlie 
Brown’s.
Campus Police Report
Couple attacked in car
By John Fribèrg
Staff Writer
On April 7, at 1:39 a.m., in 
lot 30, a male and female were 
sitting in a parked car when two 
males smashed the windshield 
and assaulted the male in the 
car. Two other cars were found 
damaged in the lot, as well as 
some lights.
On April 6, at about 1:07 
a.m., in Bohn Hall, a female 
resident attempted suicide. She 
apparently tried to overdose on 
medication.
Ronald Bernt and Louis 
Curbelo, charged with criminal
trespassing and theft were tried 
in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
Bernt received a 60 day sus­
pended sentence, $910 in fines, 
and probation for two years. 
Curbelo received a suspended 
sentence of 30 days, $465 in 
fines, and probation for three 
years.
Mark Litarowich was con­
victed of pulling a false fire 
alarm on Feb. 5. He received 
a 30 day suspended sentence, 
must go to an alcohol treatment 
program for one year, report to 
a judge quarterly, and is on 
supervised probation for one 
year. He was also fined $365.
On April 7, at about 5 p.m., 
in lot 26, an officer discovered
a vehicle with a smashed wind­
shield and interior damage. 
Nothing was taken from the car.
On April 7, at 10:45 a.m., a 
male was arrested for numerous 
motor vehicle violations includ­
ing going the wrong way down 
a one way street and not having 
proper identification.
Sometime between 7 and 11 
p.m., on April 9, the candy 
machine in College Hall was 
vandalized but nothing was 
taken from the machine.
On April 10, at 8:06 p.m., 
there was a report of a strong 
marijuana odor in Bohn Hall. 
The suspect was identified and 
the incident is under investiga­
tion.
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Film shows post-war Nam Disadvantages linked to new “on-line” registration system
By Sean Mack
Correspondent_____________
“The Vietnamese ‘beat’ us~ 
and as a country we aren’t ready 
to deal with that,” said Don 
Luce, director of the Asia 
Resource Center; stressing that 
this was the biggest reason why 
the United States won’t “nor­
malize” relation with Vietnam.
He said the mentality of the 
U.S. government states that 
“the Vietnamese have to be 
punished because they are 
friendly with the Soviets.”
Luce gave a lecture/video 
presentation titled, “Vietnam 
Today” on April 6, in Kops 
Lounge.
The video, produced and 
directed by Bob Kane, was 
about the trip of a group of 
former volunteers in Vietnam 
going back to some of the places 
where they had worked. The 
emphasis of the video was 
placed on what Vietnam is like 
today-after the war. In some 
ways, the country has not 
changed much.
The video showed unex­
ploded munitions or bombs 
lying around South Vietnam, 
which stood out as reminders 
of the war.
Ten percent of munitions 
used in the war did not explode 
and posed a threat to unsuspect­
ing farmers. This threat forced 
them to move to North Viet­
nam, which is more urbanized.
By Bryan Morytko
Staff Writer
Police Brutality and last 
year’s Thompkin Square inci­
dent were the topics of a speech 
given on April 7, in Kops 
Lounge, by Clayton Patterson 
and Normal Siegel, an ACLU 
lawyer.
The so-called Thom pkin 
Square incident, a clash be­
tween residents of the lower east 
side of New York City and the 
New York City police in which 
hundreds of people were beaten, 
occurred last August.
Patterson filmed seven hours 
of footage, showing the beat­
ings. This was the tape which 
the Grand Jury demanded, and 
Patterson yielded only after 
spending time in jail for with­
holding evidence. Siegel is an 
ACLU lawyer who represents 
people and their claims of police 
brutality.
Siegel called for the appoint­
ment of an independent counsel 
to review cases against the 
police, because the District 
Attorneys rely on the police to 
find evidence against defend­
ants. He said that this was unfair 
in police brutality cases because 
of what he deemed the “blue 
wall of silence”.
There are few cars and ma­
chines in Vietnam, and Vietnam 
is one of the poorest countries 
in the world. The country 
survives on its own internal 
production, but life has im­
proved, according to the video.
The government has switched 
to a more open or mixed econ­
omy, which allows business’ to 
exist where before they could 
not. Vietnam has a 95 percent 
literacy rate—a rate that is higher 
than that of the United States.
After the video, Luce opened 
up his lecture, following a 
question and answer format. 
Questions revolved around the 
reason for our lack of better 
relations with Vietnam, as well 
as on different perceptions on 
Vietnam.
One audience member want­
ed to know why the United 
States was “punishing” Vietnam 
with trade restrictions, consid­
ering the fact that Vietnam has 
one of the largest markets in the 
world and has off-shore oil that 
is being sold to European coun­
tries and Japan, but could be 
sold to the United States.
Luce replied that Vietnam 
was on what is called the “Ene­
mies List.” There are six coun­
tries on this list. They include: 
North Korea, Vietnam, Cambo­
dia, Libya, Albania, and Cuba.
Luce said, “TheVietnamese 
would argue, and I think that 
some of these other countries 
would argue, that none of the 
countries on the enemies list are
This is the feeling between 
policemen that they are brothers 
and will not testify against one 
another, said Siegel.
The counsel would be able to 
“develop the skills to effectively 
get the police officers to open 
up when they’ve seen what we’ve 
just seen on the (TV),” Siegel 
said.
He also called for an inde­
pendent special prosecutor, 
citing the same reason. As police 
are usually the “star witnesses” 
in a trial, they develop what he 
called a “strong working rela­
tionship” with the prosecutors. 
He said this relationship caused 
the prosecutors to protect the 
police.
According to Siegel, an ex­
ample of the “blue wall of 
silence” surfaced in the Thomp­
kin Square incident when po­
licemen stood by and watched 
other policemen beat people, as 
was shown on Patterson’s video 
tape which the audience viewed.
Those officers have not tes­
tified against the accused offic­
ers and in fact have claimed they 
didn’t see anything or “don’t 
remember” when questioned.
Patterson called the conflict 
at the park a “class war”. He 
said someone in the system was
major threats to the United 
States.”
Luce said, he attributes Viet­
nam’s unfair treatment to the 
fact that they are caught up in 
the Cold War between the 
United States and the Soviet 
Union. They are “clearly in the 
Soviet Union’s ‘campY’he said.
The Vietnamese, today, seem 
to have a better attitude toward 
Americans, he added.
Luce told of an incident, 
when he had visited Vietnam in 
January of this year, where he 
had met up with a man who had 
mistaken him for the U.S. 
ambassador to Vietnam.
“There is no ambassador to 
Vietnam,“ Luce told the man. 
The man answered, “the war has 
been over for 12 years...there 
ought to be.” According to 
Luce, the man would like to see 
friendly relations with the Uni­
ted States.
The Asia Resource.; Center 
can help relations oeoa&se “the 
organization tries to „get us as 
a country to understand the 
cultures of Asia a little bit 
better,” said Luce.
According to Luce, the or­
ganization offers a 20 day tour, 
twice a year, to different Asian 
countries, including Vietnam. 
Currently, the organization is 
working on getting two exhibits 
of Vietnamese art displayed in 
museums across the country.
This is significant because 
there has never been a whole 
exhibit of art from Vietnam in 
this country to date, said Luce.
trying to force people out of the 
Lower East side so that it could 
be renovated to “upscale” con­
ditions.
Pointing to high living costs 
in Manhattan, Patterson said 
only the rich can afford to live 
there. He added the_. çity was 
promoting this through acts like 
the Thompkin Square riot and 
unused public housing.
Siegel concluded by asking 
the crowd to “think about it 
(police brutality). When you get 
out in the real world and if you 
are in a position of authority, 
work makes (this issue) less 
glaring.” The speech was spon­
sored by the College Honors 
program and the Honors Stu­
dent association.
SG A News:
By D. Thomas Checkur
Staff Writer________________
New Jersey State senator 
Gerry Cardinale, a Republican 
from Cresskill, told the SGA 
legislature last night that he 
wants to put our bureaucracy 
on a diet.
Cardinale, who is running for 
the Republican nomination for 
Governor, said, “1 believe that
By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief
Full-time undergraduate stu­
dent and faculty reaction to the 
new “on-line" registration sys­
tem varied this past week as they 
anticipated the new program 
that begins on Tuesday, April 
25.
“It sounds like a good idea,” 
said Mary Roberts, an unde­
clared sophomore. Roberts said 
she was concerned that she 
would have to wait on line for 
a longer period of time than in 
the old add/drop system.
Assistant Registrar Denise 
DeBlasio said that the wait at 
on-line registration would be 
approximately fifteen minutes 
long.
Seema Giri, a freshman in 
business administration, said 
she liked the idea of knowing 
what her schedule would be 
immediately, rather than wait­
ing for it to arrive in the mail 
as it used to.
Giri added that she would 
miss the old delay between 
advance registration and add/ 
drop. “It gave you three months 
to plan an alternate schedule,” 
she said.
Another student, who asked 
that her name be withheld, said 
she didn’t like the idea of having 
to present alternates for her 
schedule right away, either. “I 
don’t like the idea of messing 
around with my schedule when 
there’s a line of impatient people 
behind me,” she said.
Some faculty members said 
the new system was a welcome 
change, while others expressed 
concern that their department’s 
enrollm ent and curriculum  
would suffer under the new 
system.
Amy Srebnick, a history 
professor, said the process was 
- a good idea.
“I think the way they’ve set 
up the priority process, allowing 
people at the end of their 
academic requirements to reg­
ister first, is fair,” said Srebnick.
Other professors said on-line 
registration would eliminate 
curriculum flexibility in their 
departments, as advance regis­
tration enrollment trends pro­
vided clues about the types of 
classes that needed to be added 
or deleted from the course 
schedule in a department.
our state budgets ar^ too high; 
we have had too much growth 
in the state of New Jersey.” 
Cardinale said that this growth 
has resulted in the rise of 
housing and medical care costs.
“I want to change all that,” 
Cardinale said. “I want to make 
government small in the state 
of New Jersey, and I want to 
start with the Garden State 
Parkway tolls. I want to retrain
Harriet Klein, a professor in 
the anthropology department, 
said the system’s elimination of 
add/drop would hurt her de­
partment’s enrollments. “Our 
enrollment benefits through in- 
person registration,” she said.
Klein explained that students 
often approach advisors at in- 
person registration for help in 
completing their schedules. 
Many professors, she said, 
recommend their department’s 
GER courses when advising 
students, and can fill low- 
demand courses through this 
process.
“I don’t know what will fill 
the advisement gap in this 
process,” said Klein. “There’s 
one step missing—on-site ad­
visement.”
The registrar’s office has 
publicized the need for students 
to receive advisement prior to 
their assigned registration date, 
as no advisors will be present 
at the registration site.
Economics department Se­
cretary Ida Fazio said there has 
not been enough publicity in­
forming students of the need to 
come prepared with alternate 
schedules. “The flyers around 
campus don’t suggest that stu­
dents come prepared with alter­
nates to the schedule they 
want,” she said, “and that will 
cause confusion.”
DeBlasio said she believes the 
majority of the students will be 
pleased with the new system 
because they are going to get 
their schedules right away.
She added that a student who 
has always received the classes 
he or she requested may find it 
inconvenient to spend 15 min­
utes at an in-person registration.
According to DeBlasio, on­
line registration is the third 
component of the Information 
Associates Computer Systems. 
The other two components 
concern the personnel and 
finance offices.
The on-line system provides 
immediate updates on students 
for these two offices as soon as 
the information is entered on 
the computer, DeBlasio added. 
“All of this provides better 
service for the students,” she 
said.
Although the decision to 
switch to on-line registration 
occurred three years ago, it took 
time and money to convert to 
the new system, said DeBlasio.
those toll takers to do useful 
jobs in private industry and 
make them tax payers instead 
of tax takers.”
Garbage incineration was 
another issue which Cardinale 
spoke out against. “Our state 
Environm ental Protection 
Agency has bludgeoned each 
and every county into accepting 
incineration as our state policy,” 
cont. on p. 5
Thompkin Park incident video and 
police brutality focus of discussion
Senator Cardinale addresses SGA
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Senator Cardinale discusses election 
issues with the Student Government
SGA debate held
cont. from p. 4
Cardinale said. “ I want to 
change that. Garbage incinera­
tion is a terrible policy.”
Cardinale added that impos­
ing fines on ocean dumpers was 
not the answer to a related 
problem. Cardinale said, “The 
fines are heavy but they keep 
the fines in trust. When they 
stop dumping, they’re going to 
give the fines back. That is no 
protection against ocean dump­
ing.”
Cardinale said that to solve
both problems, we should com­
post the sludge. “That’s the way 
we ought to be handling gar­
bage; that’s the way we ought 
to be handling sewage,” said 
Cardinale.
As for car insurance, Cardi­
nale said, “Getting rid of the 
JUA (Joint Underwriter’s Asso­
ciation) will not lower the 
premium, it will lower the state 
debt.” Cardinale, who has been 
on the insurance committee 
since 1981, felt that the problem 
was with lawyers. He said that 
only 38 percent of the money
paid by the insurance company 
goes to injured people, while 62 
percent is paid to lawyers. “If 
we get the lawyers out of it, we 
can cut automobile insurance in 
half,” Cardinale said.
Cardinale said that New 
Jersey is very unique in the sense 
that it elects one state-wide 
official. Cardinale said, “The 
Governor appoints everyone. 
He is our hope for the future 
as we want the future to be for 
all of us. The Governor should 
be the embodiment of our 
values.”
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perience. They may be qualified 
through their experiences in 
everyday life but just don’t 
know it.”
The candidates running for 
positions unopposed are: vice­
president-elect Thomas Czer- 
niecki, treasurer-elect Tim Nee, 
and student alternate-elect to 
the Board of Trustees Tammy 
Burke.
Nee said that he will work to 
improve relations with the class 
one organizations, and will 
continue the policy of monitor­
ing the way budgets are being 
spent. When asked how he plans 
to invest student funds, he 
replied, “I will only make invest­
ments that are guaranteed, such 
as CD’s. I would never take a 
risk with the student funds.”
Burke said she opposed 
former Student Trustee Michael 
Rodak’s flat tuition rate prop­
osal. “It would only benefit
students who can take 18 credits 
a semester. A lot of students 
work on this campus, so that 
wouldn’t be fair,” she said.
Czerniecki said that as vice- 
president of the SGA, he would 
enforce all rules for the class 
organizations. “When people 
start bending the rules people 
lose respect and then you have 
anarchy.
In addition to selecting can­
didates on April 15 through 
April 19, students will have the 
opportunity to answer three 
referendum questions. The first 
question concerns the adoption 
of a pass/fail option for under­
graduate students for general 
education requirements. The 
second deals with the priority 
of housing the school of bus­
iness in Sprague Library if a new 
library is built. The third 
concerns whether there should 
be a business minor offered a 
MSC.
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There M ay Be Prizes 
In Your Textbooks...
When you sell your books for cash at a 
participating bookstore.
Bring your course books to the bookstore at the end of the term  
and  sell them for cash. For each  book you sell, you'll receive a  
sweepstakes gam e piece.' You'll know im m ediately it you're 
a  winner. See participating bookstore for details
‘V\b4e supplies last No purchase necessary to wm
Look w h a t you c o u ld  w in...(o ver200.000prizes)
l• Volkswagen Cabriolets• Hawaiian Vacations •Tandy 1000 TX PC's
• Windjammer ''Barefoot'
Cruises
• W inch Color TVs
• 4J6 inch TVs with AM FM
Stereo & Cassette
• Seiko Wrist Watches
• Portable Radio Cassettes
• AM/FM Stereo Clock Radios
• AM FM Portable Stereos
• Personal Stereo Cassette
Players
• L.E.D Watches
• Sport Wallets
• Soap O pera Challenge
Card Games
AIDS victims reach out to students
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MSC professor talks to the audience at Tuesday’s “AIDS 
Awareness Day.”
Tuition increase considered
cont. from p. 1
pose any tuition increase by 
beyond the $1 for the bond issue 
building program, and to put 
the burden of “the outrageous 
slashing of funds” by the state 
would, in effect be “sending the 
worst possible message to Tren­
ton that would embolden them 
to make further cuts in future 
years.”
Franke asked “what does it 
mean to raise the annual cost 
of attending Montclair?”
“This is at least the ninth 
consecutive annual substantial 
tuition increase. We do not 
believe that all possible options 
have been explored, so (local 
1904) cannot support shifting 
the burden (of budgetary diffi­
culties) onto the backs of our 
students and their families,” 
Franke said.
“At a time when American 
education is more than ever in 
need of high quality teaching at 
the primary and secondary 
levels how can we justify a 
sudden and excessive increase of 
$240? This increase also repres­
ents the first case of attaching 
a fee to a particular course 
outside of the clinical courses 
and thus sets a bad precedent.”
Franke called on the presi­
dent and the board to launch 
a campaign to increase funding 
to the state colleges. “The 
Governor himself has given the 
justification ...if education is so 
important to him, and higher 
education is such a critical part 
of it, then the state must allocate 
funds to make it work.” he said.
Quiet lobbying for increased 
funding has failed and must be 
supplemented by a vigorous
campaign for greater support 
for the state colleges, he said. 
“Until such actions have been 
tried the recourse to increase 
tuition and fees remains unac­
ceptable.”
SGA President Thomas Mer- 
gola spoke on behalf of 2,842 
students and faculty members 
who signed a petition this 
semester “proposing that 
Sprague Library be designated 
as a new Business Center.”
To demonstrate the need for 
appropriate classroom space for 
business classes, M ergola 
played back a tape recording, 
saying “this was made by a 
business student a few days ago 
during a business class in More- 
head Hall. This is part of the 
ongoing situation,” while a 
rachet of tambourines, timbales 
and wood blocks filled the 
conference room.
The board has already re­
ceived a report from a visiting 
committee on public accounting 
that says the School of Business 
should have a separate center 
for better interaction, Mergola 
said, adding the present disper­
sion among 14 different facil­
ities limits the “collegiality and 
comeraderie of faculty” and has 
the effect of “undercutting the 
sense of community for stusents 
and faculty alike. Certain fa­
culty feel that the Business 
School is regarded as a step­
child to the rest of the College.”
Presenting the 2,842 signa­
tures, Mergola appealed to the 
Board and the Facilities Master 
Plan Committee to “look into 
the possibility of providing” for 
business students a central 
location.
By Tracy Anderson 
and Laura Lawson
More than 200 students and 
faculty members who partici­
pated in “AIDS Awareness 
Day”, on April 11 learned about 
some of the feelings and prob­
lems AIDS victims face.
“AIDS Awareness Day” was 
sponsored by the MSC AIDS 
Task Force and The Students 
Affairs Group. The Task Force 
consisted of Jean Armstrong, 
vice president for student af­
fairs, Dr. Lois Guthrie, presi­
dent of faculty senate, and Mary 
Jane Linnehan, student repre­
sentative.
Linnehan said the most ap- 
pathetical groups toward AIDS 
are the college students.
“There are one to two million 
carriers of AIDS. By 1991 this 
number is expected to double 
to four million.
“As students there is a lot out 
there that we can do to stop 
AIDS,” she said.
A film “AIDS, a Profile of 
an Epidemic” was then shown 
to the viewers, followed by two 
hours of workshops titled “Liv­
ing Safely in the AIDS Age,” 
“Talking About Sex,” “For 
Someone Gay or Bisexual as 
Well as Friends and Relatives,” 
“Women and AIDS,” and 
“Rights, Wrongs an AIDS.”
“AIDS Awareness Day” con­
cluded with a panel discussion 
with people who have AIDS.
“N.J. Buddies opened up my 
world,” said Bob, a person with 
AIDS.
N.J. Buddies is an AIDS 
support network, started in 
1985 through the gay commun­
ity, comprised of volunteers, 
reported Frank Smith, spokes­
person for the group. The 
organization was begun as a 
result of “discrimination wit­
nessed in hospitals,” said Smith.
In attendance at the discus­
sion were three Buddies’ volun-
By Laura Lawson
Staff Writer
Suicide, the subject of “After 
Dinner”, presented in a subtle 
humorous fashion, is powerful, 
engaging and enjoyable while 
implying the lonely futility 
experienced by teenagers in 
transition to adulthood, search­
ing for meaning in life.
The film contains all the 
necessary elements of suspense, 
humor and emotional impact 
with which any audience could 
identify.
Barney the Bear, David 
Bransen, and Jon Neumann 
were on hand outside the Calcia 
Hall to usher in patrons and to 
attract motorists on campus to 
the April 7 premier of the movie.
Suicide prevention groups
teers and three people with 
AIDS. A woman, identified as 
Sue, who has been battling the 
virus for two years said, “it’s a 
full time job having AIDS,” 
describing her daily and weekly 
doctor visits and medication 
schedule.
Laura, also a sufferer, 
claimed, “The biggest problem 
is discrimination through ignor­
ance and lack of education. Just 
when I think I have a grip on 
this disease, I have to deal with 
everyone elses fear.”
Bob, after being released 
from the hospital with AIDS 
related pneumonia was told by 
the major corporation where he 
was employed for the past Five 
years, “You can come back to 
work, but you’ll be terminated.”
Bob stressed, “The body is 
not a battleground for morality. 
AIDS shouldn’t be treated as a 
moral issue, it’s just a virus. We 
are people who are living with 
AIDS and we need your com­
passion.”
Smith said of the Buddy 
Program, “Just being there is 
very important, so they’re not 
isolated. It’s not a crime. It’s just 
a virus.”
N.J. Buddies provides a train­
ing program, which has been 
called outstanding for anyone 
interested in volunteering to 
work with people with the virus, 
said Smith. It consists of 14 
sessions, two nights a week for 
seven weeks, during which 
various professionals speak on 
subjects such as the infection 
itself, death and dying, I. V. drug 
use, safer sex and legal issues 
concerning burial.
“ Nurses, doctors, social 
workers and teachers may not 
stay to volunteer, but they 
provide a service by going back 
to work with knowledge,” said 
Smith. N.J. ACTUP, Commun­
ity Research Initiative and 
HOPE House have also utilized 
the Buddies training program. 
Over 600 people were trained in
were invited to the screening, 
and Neumann said he has re­
ceived several phone calls from 
interested parties.
One caller expresssed an 
interest in showing the film at 
a conference on teenagers and 
drugs in the fall, said Neumann. 
He has been in contact with The 
Crisis Center in North Bergen.
According to Neumann, the 
film is entered in The Student 
Academy Awards and a com­
petition sponsored by Nissan.
He said, “I think we have a 
good shot of winning our re­
gion,” which comprises New 
Jersey and Pennsylvania. “Our 
best success will come from 
com petitions and festivals 
where the movie will be seen.” 
Bransen, director, and Neu­
mann, writer and principal 
actor, are actively seeking inter-
the last three years.
Smith described five support 
groups sponsored by the Bud­
dies: PWA, People with AIDS, 
Peer Support; Significant Other 
Peer Support, for family and 
friends; Worried Well Peer 
Support, for those who are 
sexually active or past drug 
abusers; Buddy Peer Stipport; 
and Bereavement Peer Support, 
for those dealing with personal 
loss.
“Volunteers have put in over 
29,000 hours work in commit­
tees,” reported Smith,
These committees include 
Entitlements, “to cut out a lot 
of the red tape” in attaining 
social security and Medicaid 
benefits; Education, coordinat­
ing training; Fund Raising, a 
necessary non-profit function 
supplementing the state grant; 
Newsletter, which is published 
monthly; Buddy Captains, who 
match volunteers with patients 
at home, in group homes or in 
the hospital; Helpline, to answer 
questions from 10 a.m.-10 p.m.; 
Food Program, distributing 
food donated by A&P ware­
house which is slightly dam­
aged; and Support Group Coor­
dinators, overseen by a doctor.
Smith said, “It is our hope 
that the word’s getting out so 
people will feel more comfor­
table with AIDS. It only takes 
one person telling someone else 
to conquer the biggest problem 
which is misinformation.”
Laura said, “The first thing 
you think of is death; that’s the 
public image. Sure I might die 
of AIDS. Probably I will, could 
be two years could be four, but 
I want to be able to live and 
enjoy my life.”
Bob talked about “ inner 
strength” and the ability to 
“channel energy into wanting to 
live.” He added, “We want to 
be able to live and fight this 
disease with dignity.”
ested groups not only to buy the 
film, but also to back a full 
length production Neumann 
has written, said Neumann.
According to Neumann they 
are discussing the “possibility of 
putting something together to 
raise money” with an invest­
ment banker who was im­
pressed with their work on 
“After Dinner,” and have sent 
the script to an assistant director 
in California.
The two will also be in Ca­
lifornia next m onth to see 
distributors who specialize in 
short films. Neumann said, “We 
didn’t want to go out to people 
in industry until we saw an 
audience reaction.”
Asked what he thought of the 
response, he said, “it was an 
emotional, overwhelming expe­
rience.”
“Barney Bear” facts revealed
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Students march on Washington
Abortion supporters march down Constitution Avenue in Washington, D.C. in response to the 
upcoming Supreme Court ruling.
By Amy Monaco
Correspondent
In the ’60’s, Martin Luther 
King, Jr. had a dream there. 
Over twenty years later, over a 
half million people gathered at 
the same site to keep a “dream” 
of a different kind.
Students from MSC, Bar­
nard, Columbia, Smith, Sarah
Lawrence, UCLA, and Wes­
leyan participated in what is 
said to have been the largest 
Pro-Choice March ever this 
past Sunday, April 9, in 
shington, D.C.
Keeping Roe vs. Wade intact 
and passing the Equal Rights 
Amendment seemed to be equal 
concerns of the marchers. Roe 
vs: Wade is the landmark Su­
preme Court case which made
abortion legal in the United 
States. On April 26, a case 
concerning this issue is sche­
duled to go before the Court, 
and there is a chance that Roe 
vs. Wade could be overturned.
If this case is overturned, 
abortion would become illegal 
in the U.S., as it was in the Dark 
Ages, subjecting women to 
numerous medical hazards 
through illegal abortions and
causing them to in turn lose 
control over the right to choose 
what they want to do with their 
own lives.
Among the marchers who 
turned out were Gloria Steinem, 
feminist writer; Molly Yard, 
President of The National Or­
ganization for Women (NOW); 
and Jesse Jackson, former 
Presidential candidate.
Various celebrities and pub­
lished writers also attended. 
Among them were Cybill Shep­
pard, Glenn Close, Jane Fonda, 
Susan Sarandon, Anne Archer, 
M ario Thomas, Leonard 
Nimoy, Alice Walker, and Erica 
Jong.
The majority of the marchers, 
though, were just “average” 
people consisting of women and 
men, young and old, gay and 
straight.
The participants gathered at 
the Washington Monument at 
10 a.m. for several hours of 
speeches by people from all over 
the world. They also listened to 
songs sung by 60’s favorites such 
as Peter, Paul, and Mary and 
Judy Collins.
Around 1 p.m., the march 
proceeded down Constitution 
Avenue towards the Capitol. 
There were delays due to anti­
abortionist protesters, who were 
blocking the road. Shortly
afterwards, the police removed 
the protesters and the march 
continued.
As the march proceeded, 
people wearing white, the his­
torical color of the suffragists, 
chanted such things as “2, 4, 6, 
8, women must decide their 
fate,” and “Choice, Now.”
Many marchers also carried 
signs and wire coat hangers, the 
symbol of the Pro-Choicers. 
Signs ranged from simple things 
like “Keep laws off your body” 
to such shocking ones as “My 
mother had an abortion when 
it was illegal. I don’t miss the 
baby. I miss my mom” and “If
abortion is illegal, then f-----
must be a felony.”
As they marched down the 
street, the Pro-Choicers were 
taunted by a few scattered anti­
abortionists who carried signs 
saying things like “Abortion 
sucks.”
Upon arriving in front of the 
Capitol, the rally began with 
strong and moving speeches and 
ended with more of them at 
dusk.
Molly Yard, who was speech­
less at the outpouring of people 
at the march, seemed to carry 
the spirit of the march. In her 
words, this was “only the be­
ginning.”
A rt educators draw from  experience
By Valerie Kalfrin
Head Feature Writer
This past weekend, Washing­
ton, D.C. was the place to be. 
MSC students were everywhere.
Not only were they marching 
to ensure the future of legal 
abortion, they were also making 
advances in the field of art 
education.
Members of the Montclair 
State Art Educators (MSAE), 
a campus chapter of the Na­
tional Art Education Associa­
tion (NAEA), participated in 
their annual conference from 
April 8 to April 12. Those 
involved called it an enlighten­
ing experience.
Michael Kendall, the art 
education program advisor, 
started the club in the fall of 
1986. At the time, she noticed 
that the art ed. students didn’t 
really feel like part of the 
department.
“I wanted to create a sense 
of community for art education 
majors and broaden their expe­
rience,” she explains. “Our 
speakers, networking, and peer 
advisement subsidises what the
department doesn’t have the 
resources to provide otherwise.”
Now two and a half years old 
with thirty  eight active 
members, the MSAE has con­
tinued to grow.
This year at the conference, 
the MSAE gave a presentation 
entitled “How to Start a Suc­
cessful Student Chapter,” which 
was directed to other student 
chapters throughout the coun­
try. Members also voted for a 
new national president, who for 
1989 is an MSC graduate stu­
dent, Lisa Camevale.
They were also treated to a 
gala, Washington, D.C. style, at 
the National Gallery of Art with 
the estimated 4,000 other 
NAEA attendees.
Mercedes Faunde, a junior 
and newly-hired technical as­
sistant in the program, says that 
the conference and the group’s 
presentation went well. “We 
stirred up a lot of curiosity 
among the students that were 
there,” she says.
She particularly remembers 
the different sessions at the 
conference, which covered 
“every single aspect of art ed.
you can think of,” including art 
history, aesthetics, computers, 
and international and multicul­
tural education.
“I got so much out of it that 
I want to continue going,” 
Faunde says of the experience 
as a whole. “It’s a great re­
source.”
This year, Faunde has been 
selected as an intern at the 
Guggenheim Institute, which 
sponsors the “Learning through 
Art” program. Interns in the 
program go to inner-city 
schools to teach the children, 
and also bring them to the 
Guggenheim museum and teach 
them there.
“Hopefully the internship will 
be part of the [MSAE] program
in the future,” Faunde says. “It’s 
great field experience.”
Rebecca Bittner, a junior and 
a member of the MSAE since 
September of this year, finds 
benefits in the program as well 
as the conference.
“We share lesson plans and
swap ideas about our methods 
class,” she explains. “ I’ve 
learned how to get along with 
many different kinds of people.”
She also sees where the 
MSAE can provide opportun­
ities for her in the future.
“I have a variety of ideas and 
materials to use, with job net­
working and working with the 
community. Plus through the
national conferences you meet 
people from all over the country 
you can contact for jobs later 
on,” she says.
To Bittner, this year’s confer­
ence was particularly  spe­
cial. “I shook Elliot Eisner’s 
hand,” she grins. Eisner is one 
of the better-known art educa­
tors in the country. As Kendall 
explains, “If you’re an art ed. 
major, he’s like a movie star to 
you.”
In the future, Kendall would 
like to see the college make a 
better com m ittm ent to the 
MSAE. “We’ve outgrown our 
space, and we’re always worked 
to the limit. We need a staff,” 
she says.
She would also like to see the 
college start pursuing funding 
from organizations such as the 
Getty Center for Art Education 
in L.A. and the U.S. Depart­
ment of Education. “We need 
funding to make this [the 
MSAE] a reality,” she says.
Nevertheless, because of the 
conference and their continued 
growth, Kendall remains optim­
istic. “I think because of the 
conference people will think of 
MSC when they think of a good 
art education program.”
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Business students want Sprague
Business students crowd into Morehead Hall, one of the many places 
on campus where business classes are held.
By Carl Chase
Staff Writer
A  packed conference room, 
a shouting match between rival 
factions over precious college 
resources, the Board of Trustees 
caught in the middle, dozens of 
organizations beating down the 
door for an invitation to speak 
at a few monthly meetings—the 
scene had all the ingredients of 
a confrontation.
It’s fortunate that the au­
dience was calm and there was 
order, because many approach 
the question of “who will get 
more space” very emotionally.
It’s no wonder the last ten 
years, students have not been 
invited to address the Board in 
person.
The meeting was critical
BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
FREE!
anyway: the new College Pres­
ident was about to be named 
by a formal vote, and the 
distasteful subject of yet another 
round of raising tuition and 
levying fees was also at hand.
Dr. Richard Franke, an an­
thropology professor and Pres­
ident of FT A Local 1904, had 
made a scathing attack on 
administration plans to hike 
tuition and introduce new fees.
The standing-room -only 
crowd hushed, knowing the 
SGA and friends are embroiled 
in a dispute, and it was their 
leader’s turn to speak.
SGA President Tom Mergo- 
la, armed with a petition signed 
2,842 times, came to speak on 
behalf of business students who 
worry they might once again be 
overlooked when the $13 mil­
lion pie from the “Jobs, Edu­
cation and Competitiveness” 
bond issue—the same one MSC 
students helped to win—gets 
served up and divided between 
various capital improvements.
The day the referendum  
passed was the day people 
began to worry. “Our college
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had won a share of all this 
money and students were really 
concerned this might be our last 
opportunity to get what we need 
for a very long time,” recalls 
Mary Santorella, an SGA leg­
islator.
What they need is a center 
for business classes. Morehead 
Hall is officially the location of 
the business school, yet it ac­
comodates only 16% of business 
classes; the rest are spread over 
13 buildings, including one 
residence hall.
Once the new 130,000 square- 
foot library is built with JEC 
funds, the business students 
want a center located in the old 
Sprague Library building.
“Two years ago I became 
Management Club president in 
order to get to know my class­
mates,” Santorella said. “It 
bothered me that so many 
business students had a sense of 
lost identity.”
“Overcrowded classes strewn 
all over the campus had got 
them down, and this upset me 
because my interaction with 
these people had been so pos­
itive,” she said.
In October 1988, when the 
college was fully committed to 
the bond issue, Mergola was 
asked to tour the settings where 
business classes are held.
“I went down to Morehead 
Hall and I was surprised to find 
there were dance classes playing 
loud music and business classes 
with too little room. That’s 
when I decided to get involved,” 
Mergola said.
After meeting with Mergola 
and others last November, 
Santorella typed the petition. 
“Every business-related organ­
ization made copies and got 
organized. They staked out 
areas and did everything with 
such precision. 1 was really 
impressed.”
Mergola, an English major, 
spoke quickly, citing statistics 
and voicing student frustration 
with the lack of response from 
the administration. He then 
played back a tape made at a 
lab-assistant’s desk in a compu­
ter class, and music from the 
dance class next door blared 
into the room. “This is what a 
computer class sounds like,” he 
said to a startled room.
Students have met on Tues­
day nights since the petition was 
drafted to continue the push for 
consideration. They show no 
signs of lagging enthusiasm.
The Master Planning Com­
mittee, in charge of allocating 
facilities, should be approach­
ing a decision with the help of 
a private architectural consult­
ing firm in the next few weeks.
Editor's note: This article is the 
first in a two-part series.
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SGA elections: Who 
will manage your money?
Once again it’s Student Government election time, and once again 
the student population must make a choice as to who will be in 
charge of all the money the student government takes in from our 
student fees.
Our student money totals well into 6 digit figures. Who we elect 
will determine how this money is spent. There is no excuse for not 
voting. These people will have a direct effect on what benefits students 
of MSC will receive next semester.
Three of the executive board candidates are running unopposed. 
They include Vice-President-Elect Thomas Czerniecki, Treasurer- 
Elect Tim Nee and Board of Trustee Student Alternate-Elect Tammy 
Burke. Judging from the debate and from past SGA involvement, 
all three seemed well informed in how the SGA works and where 
improvements are needed. Tom Czerniecki favors a less rigid SGA 
in favor of more sensible, open-communication policy, which would 
certainly be a welcome change.
Tim Nee favors a more laissez-faire approach to dealing with SGA 
organizations, and seemed to be interested in better communication 
with the Class Ones than we have seen under the present 
administration.
Running for the position of secretary are Helen Archontou and 
Judith Mendez. Though Mendez has been involved in the SGA, 
she seemed to lack the qualities needed for the position of secretary. 
Mendez didn’t address problems with the job freeze and promotional 
ideas concretely. While Archontou has not worked within the SGA, 
many of her ideas seemed fresh and plausible, particularly those 
involving the assignment of legislators to each Class One in order 
to better understand their needs. '
For the position of SGA president, there are three candidates. 
Tommy Mergola, who is running for re-election, has failed to foster 
an open and productive relationship among the organizations and 
students he represents. Anthony Tuths has failed to prove that he 
has an agenda with original ideas and enough maturity to fulfill 
the time-consuming job of SGA President. Mary Jane Linnehan 
is, by far, the most appealing candidate. Though she seems to lack 
assertiveness, her experience within the SGA, plus her sensitivity 
and concern for the students of MSC, makes her the obvious choice.
Milken: The capitalistic dream
I think Michael Milken is getting a bad rap. 
Of course you know who Milken is, the junk 
bond genius who was indicted last week on 
charges of fraud, racketeering, insider trading and 
manipulation of stock prices.
I don’t know whether he’s guilty of any of those 
things and no one else does either—I’m old- 
fashioned enough to think a man is innocent until 
he’s acquitted—but that’s not the point. Milken 
isn’t getting kicked around because people think 
he’s a crook. If people minded crooks they 
wouldn’t elect so many of them to public office. 
His far larger crime is to have made $550 million 
in 1987.
That’s right. Five hundred and fifty Very Large 
Ones. It is this number far more than the charges 
of wrongdoing that inspired the outpouring of 
shock and outrage that followed the revelations 
of the indictment. David Rockefeller, whose 
grandfather invented oil, said:
“Such an extraordinary income inevitably 
raises questions as to whether there isn’t 
something unbalanced in the structure of the way 
our financial system is working.”
Which is some kind of gall, coming from a 
guy whose family once owned Venezuela. 
Another Mother Teresa of the financial world, 
Donald Trump, has this to say when asked about 
the five hundred and fifty mill:
“You can be happy on a lot less money.”
And Trump should know. He has a “weekend 
retreat” in Palm Beach with 118 rooms.
Envy is never a pretty thing; cloaked in 
hypocrisy it is positively grotesque.
The truth is that Milken is a great man, crook 
or not. He has shattered the limits of the 
capitalistic imagination and, like all great men, 
has given us new worlds to conquer.
Greed is the engine of capitalism . Oh, 
capitalists mouth pieties about the common good 
and creating jobs, but that’s public relations. The 
true capitalist focuses unyieldingly on making 
money and Milken did that better than anyone— 
ever.
J.P. Morgan in his prime never made $500 
million a year or anything like it. Rockefeller 
didn’t do it, neither did Howard Hughes. Lee 
Iacocca saved a giant auto company from 
bankruptcy and the grateful stockholders gave 
him a measly $23 million a year, less than one- 
twentieth of Milken’s take. The Gambino 
“family," the biggest mob in the Big Apple, is 
said to gross $500 million a year on its illegal
gambling, loansharking and drug trafficking. The 
whole mob. Milken made more than that by 
himself.
As a matter of fact, he made more tnan 
baseball.
If you add up all the salaries of all the players 
on all the teams in major league baseball—all 
of those overpaid prima donnas, the $2 million- 
a-year stars, the $450,000 utility infielders—you 
don’t get to $550 million. You don’t even get 
close.
The truth is that until Milken no one even 
thought of making $550 million a year. In crossing 
that threshold he has liberated a territory of 
uncharted greed that capitalists will be exploring 
into the next century.
His accomplishment is made even more special 
by the fact that his is a pristine form of capitalism, 
uncontaminated by product. Henry Ford became 
a billionaire making cars. Carnegie made steel. 
Morgan made loans.
Milken made nothing. He created worth simply 
by waving papers in the air—the pure capitalist.
There is a wonderful passage in a Kurt 
Vonnegut novel, “God Bless You Mr. Rosewat­
er,” concerning the nature of lawyers. I have 
quoted it before. It concerns the philosophy of 
a hustling young lawyer who is about to make 
a raid on a family fortune. He recalls the words 
of his law school professor:
“In every big transaction there is a magic 
moment during which a man has surrendered 
a treasure, and during which the man who is 
due to receive it has not yet done so. An alert 
lawyer will make that moment his own, possessing 
the treasure for a magic microsecond, taking a 
little of it, passing it on. If the man who is to 
receive the treasure is unused to wealth, has an 
inferiority complex and shapeless feelings of guilt, 
as most people do, the lawyer can often take 
as much as half the bundle and still receive the 
recipient’s blubbering thanks.”
Milken has taken that credo and doubled it, 
then squared it. Investment bankers make lawyers 
look like Salvation Army workers. And they owe 
it to Milken.
I said Milken makes nothing. I misspoke. He 
makes money. They shouldn't be badmouthing 
him on Wall Street; they should be putting up 
statues in his honor.________________________
Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist with 
Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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Viewpoints/right
Tahiti’s struggle with France and U S
Papeete, Tahiti—It is the same exasperating- 
amusing thing yet again, a wake-up call at 6:45 
for a departure from the Kona airport at 9, the 
short hop to Honolulu, whence at 10:30 
departure, destination Tahiti, 2,781 miles in two 
hours 17 minutes. It is in such moments that 
one thinks of travel by Air Force One. One has 
to assume that the president wakes at 8 a.m., 
flies off at 8:15 and somehow—his bags mate­
rialize. If not, the two-party system is getting out 
of hand. The flight by chartered DC-9, the 
stewardess announces, will take only 25 minutes, 
so that hospitality is limited. Passengers must 
restrict themselves to a mai tai, a planter’s punch, 
a Bloody Mary, Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola, Perrier 
water, orange juice, grapefruit juice, coffee or tea.
At Honolulu, waiting to board the Concorde, 
we crowd the tiny little waiting room—the 
sanctuary, one assumes, of the pilots of private 
planes, a few of whom are visibly unnerved by 
the arrival of 98 Concorders. It is mid-morning 
and an appropriate time to visit the facilities. But 
these are limited to one toilet in the men’s room, 
one in the ladies’ room, which results in the 
composition of a unisex line leading to the 
separate doors into the washrooms, and in such 
situations conversation is not entirely spontane­
ous. Twenty minutes, from one end of the line 
to the head of it, I calculate, and on returning 
to the reception room I am asked to sign the 
v isitor’s register, and only just resist the 
temptation to write, “Buckley pissed here.”
One pilot, who looks like Gary Cooper aged, 
oh, 51, introduces himself as the former Air Force 
pilot who flew the Herc-130, that, in 1972, took 
a dozen of us along as guests of the secretary 
of the Navy to visit Antarctica and the South 
Pole. I remembered the captain well. His voice 
had come in halfway from Christchurch, New 
Zealand, to McMurdo Station: “If anything 
happens from this point on, gentlemen, and we 
have to set down to a sea landing, reach for the 
nearest heavy object, tie it around your neck, 
and go down as quickly as possible. The water 
temperature is about 20 degrees and we are four 
hours from any possible Coast Guard help.” 
Those pleasantries linger in the memory.
One needs to remind oneself, or at any rate 
I do, the Papeete, Tahiti, is actually east of 
Hawaii, approximately as far south of the equator 
(17 degrees) as Honolulu is north of it. The voice 
of the Concorde captain comes in. “We are at 
one degree North latitude,” he says. “I will tell 
you when we reach the equator.” That pilot, I 
nudge my wife, is playing into MY HANDS.
I happen to know that one degree of latitude 
is equal to 60 miles, that we are traveling at 1,200 
miles per hour, which means 20 miles in one 
minute. So we will cross the equator when? Right! 
In three minutes, so I look at my watch and 
smile gloatingly when my hand accidentally 
knocks my wife’s crab leg out of her mouth— 
immediately followed by the captain’s announce­
ment that we have crossed the equator.
I think simultaneously of two things. The first 
is that passenger John Saxon, the firebrand 
aboard who is trying to rescue American youth 
from mathematical illiteracy with his revolution­
ary textbooks, would be pleased even by this 
elementary exercise; and the second, that 
suddenly it has become not early spring in the 
Northern Hemisphere, but early fall in the 
Southern Hemisphere. I pray that Tahiti will have 
left permanently the awful rainy season that dogs 
December, January, and February.
We arrive in the rain and go to the Beach­
comber Hotel, as many as possible to cabins that 
perch right over the sea, permitting you to go 
out to your lanai and descend down into the 
ocean water for a swim—absolutely necessary in 
the 85-degree heat. The following day an air- 
conditioned bus takes us 100 miles to the island, 
past the Gauguin museum, about which is most 
striking because it cannot afford to buy a single 
canvas painted by the melancholic who came here 
about 100 years after Captain Bligh’s famous 
mutiny.
Tahiti is perhaps the single most celebrated 
small island in the world, its natural raptures 
rapturously recorded. But there are those, and 
they include Herman Melville and Captain Cook, 
who inveighed against the wanton ways of the 
Tahitians of the 19th century.
l . v b o J l  b i / f i G
Today, they remain a very small body of 
people. It is striking to remind oneself that French 
Polynesia has a population of only 180,000, 
spread over 130 islands, which occupy an area 
larger than continental Europe.
It is no wonder that Paris is anxious to maintain 
its hegemony, notwithstanding gradual steps 
toward self-government, most recently in 1984. 
The politics of Tahiti, like the politics of Puerto 
Rico, has to do with how close, or how far, a 
political party wishes to be associated with its 
historical godfather. There are those in Puerto 
Rico who would kill to become a state, others 
who would kill to sever all ties to the United 
States.
It is so here in Tahiti. The French (it is subtly 
and plausibly argued) don’t want a flourishing 
Tahiti because that would feed impulses to 
separation. Better to continue with the annual 
subsidies, so the French Polynesia will continue 
to depend on France, to which it sends many 
of its 17-year-olds for a year’s national service 
every year. And there is the delicate question of 
the island of Mururoa, 750 miles south of 
Papeete, where the French set off their nuclear 
explosions. It isn’t just anywhere that a nation 
can conduct nuclear tests.
For instance, they wouldn’t like it at 11 in the 
champagne country. A great big Pacific area is 
not only useful here but virtually indispensable, 
and much of the politics of Tahiti pits the end- 
the-bombers against those who believe that 
France must continue to develop its force de 
frappe.
And so it does not surprise that the morning’s 
newspaper gives significant notice to preparations 
for the celebration of the 100th anniversary of 
the birth of Charles de Gaulle, whose vision 
comprehended the loss of French Indochina and 
French Algeria, but not of French Polynesia.
These questions the Concorders will reflect 
upon tomorrow, when we convene on the largest 
sailboat in the world, the computer-guided Wind 
Song, which will take us to the island of Moorea 
and, unless it capsizes, back, to listen to a lecture 
from a gentleman born in Great Britain whose 
parents brought him to Tahiti when he was 7 
years old. We will need to dispose of Tahiti’s 
problems before taking on those of New Zealand, 
which awaits us on Saturday, with predictions 
that a quarter-million people will gather at 
Christchurch—a mere 2,800 miles west of us— 
for their first view of a Concorde supersonic 
aircraft.
William F. Buckley Jr. is a syndicated columnist 
with the Universal Press Syndicate.
Tuths Talk
Montclarion missed the
point o f S G A 9
To the editor:
In the last issue of The Mont­
clarion there appeared an edi­
torial concerning the SGA’s 
Student Voice, the author of 
which is obviously missing the 
point of the publication and the 
essays it contained.
The Student Voice is written 
by the students for the students 
and published by the SGA. Any 
student at any time can submit 
a piece of writing for publica­
tion at the SGA office. When 
I wrote the editorials for the last 
Student Voice I wrote them not 
as an SGA legislator but as a 
concerned student. The pieces 
of writing in this newsletter are 
student opinions and that is 
what mine were, opinions.
Furthermore, the opinions 
expressed in the Student Voice 
in no way reflect the opinions 
of the Student Government.
I felt I had to write those 
editorials because the residence 
of MSC along with myself are 
being done an injustice. Some­
one had to speak out. Heaven 
forbid The Montclarion should 
bring up a controversial subject 
like alcohol on campus!
You’re right in that I did not 
fairly present both sides of the 
argument but that is not what 
an editorial is for. I’ll leave that 
to the “professional” reporting 
of The Montclarion.
Anthony Tuths 
sophomore /psychology
No excuse for lack of 
press coverage on Reid
To the editor:
Your response to Tom Purye- 
ar’s concern on Dr. Reid’s 
absence from The Montclar- 
ion's comment on the Presiden­
tial candidates bothers me 
greatly. It appears that you had 
something better to do at the 
time. What can be more impor­
tant than the leadership of our 
College?
Unfortunately the attendance 
to the candidate’s presentation 
was poor. I can tell you that 
those who failed to attend Dr. 
Reid’s presentation missed an 
outstanding, professional and 
exciting American concerned 
with the future of our most 
important product—the MSC 
Student. I am personally proud 
of the search committee on their 
selection of the five final can­
didates as their selection brings 
out a commitment to high 
quality academic and adminis­
trative leadership, regardless of 
race, sex, religion or national 
origin.
Beyond any doubt, Dr. Reid 
brings to MSC a wealth of 
talent and academic experience 
backed up with enthusiasm and 
aggressive leadership.
If I expressed what your 
reporters missed by being ab­
sent at Dr. Reid’s presentation, 
then I am glad that I was there 
to tell you what you missed.
Charles J. Cedeno 
NTP member I MSC
Get Involved
All letters must be:
♦typewritten and double spaced
♦addressed to the editor
♦submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before 
the Thursday issue
♦include student ID number, year, major, 
and telephone number for confirmation.
Letters must be signed, but names will be 
withheld upon request.
These guidelines must be met or the letter 
will not be printed.
The Montclarion reserves the right to edit 
letters tor style and brevity.___________________
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Join The Yearbook
Artists,
Photographers^
= W r i t e r &
Stop by or talk to 
Billy or Kevin
The Yearbook is in 
Room 111 SC Annex
Zyearbook is a Class One o f the SG A-
editorial
A pril Fools'D ay issue 
a \journalistic
To the editor:
As an adult who finally at­
tained the goal of being a college 
student, I am insulted and 
disappointed by The Montclar- 
ion's April Fool’s Day issue.
For many years I have want­
ed to learn the skills of college 
level journalism. Maybe I made 
a mistake. I could have stayed
in the seventh grade and studied 
the childish scribbles on the 
pages of a health book.
Grow up and use the wond­
erful knowledge and creativity 
that is available to you. An issue 
of dirty jokes is a journalistic 
travesty. ________
Diane Aimone 
College Hall
A Positive Point 
About Breast Cancer.
Ibi
Now we can see it before 
rou can feel it. When it’s no 
•igger than the dot on this 
page.
And when it’s 90% cur­
able. With the best chance 
of saving the breast.
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY*
C D C  E  SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR rnCC STUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of 
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellow­
ships. grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector 
funding.
• Many scholarships aregiven to students based on their academic interests, career 
plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available tor students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery 
clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers.. .etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6401 • »
Reid’s
absence
affects
blacks
To the editor:
Thomas Puryear complained 
on the absence of reporting Dr. 
Reid’s presence and remarks, 
your explanation is unaccepta­
ble to the black students, and 
faculty.
Mr. Puryear’s letter accurate­
ly reflects the sentiments of all 
blacks regardless of their posi­
tion or job on campus.
Now you know why tension 
exists. Either we are all part of 
the solution or we are part of 
the problem.
May I ask where The Mont- 
clarion stands?
Dr. Thomas Millard 
Counseling, Human Service 
Educational Leadership
LS AT
Dr. Blank teaches 
8 session personalized 
LSAT course. In-depth 
analysis of question 
types plus four full-length 
LSATs. Advice. 
Reasonable Cost.
Dr. Blank 966-9054
C.L.U.B.
Presents...
Thursday April 27*6 p.m.-l a.m. 
Friday April 28-6 p.m.-l a.m. 
Saturday April 29-12 noon-1 a.m. 
Sunday April 30-2 p.m.-8 p.m.
' * ’ I.B. is a Class One of the SGA
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arts/entertainment
Nolan’s Notes
By Jarrett Nolan
Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan’s Notes. 
Taylor Dayne, Lisa Bonet, Debbie Harry, Run D.M.C., LL 
Cool J, and Donna Summer were among the acts who convened 
in N.Y. recently for a recording session for the album that 
will benefit the United Nations Environmental Program through 
the Earthlove Fund in the U.S. In addition, a documentary 
and music video are in the works chronicling the recording 
session and the tragic effects of deforestation around the world.
MINI—NOTES: Last week, Roxette was the third Swedish 
act to go to the top. The totally meaningless sopg, “The Look” 
follows Blue Swede’s “Hooked on a Feeling” in 1974 and 
“Dancing Queen” by Abba into the number one slot. 
Coincidentally, all three acts topped the chart the first week 
in April...Paula Abdul has been asked to choreograph the movie 
version of Evita. The dancer, who shot “Straight Up” to the 
pop and dance charts, recently got a platinum award for the 
single - meaning that it sold one million copies. She is now 
touring in Tokyo, then is off to perform for the Royal Family 
in London for the Prince’s Trust Fund on April 19...“She Drives 
Me Crazy” is now a bonafide world-wide smash. The Fine 
Young Cannibals took this song to the top in the U.S. this 
week.
MINI—NOTES II: In a recent British music award show, 
two-time winner George Michael walked onto the stage, the 
first time, slightly inebriated. In his first acceptance speech, 
he walked on stage with a bottle of red wine in hand and 
said that he was grateful but he “would have appreciated it 
more had I been a little bit more sober.” By the time he got 
his second award, he was gone. Fitshaced, that is. He had 
already passed out. Somebody wake him up before you go- 
go...The answer to last week’s question: In order: 5) Please 
Please Me; 4)1 Wanna Hold Your Hand; 3)She Loves You; 
2)Twist and Shout; l)Can’t Buy Me Love were the top 5 songs 
by the Beatles the first week in 1964. This week’s question 
is given to me by Cassie Kraham: How did Abba get their 
name? Think about it...Until next week...
The Princeton Ballet will perform at MSC on Friday, April 
14, and Saturday, April 15, at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. 
The company of 14 dancers will perform a delightful evening 
of dance including John Butler’s Romeo and Juliet. Tickets 
to the performances are $12 standard, $10 for senior citizens 
and $6 for MSC students with ID. Tickets may be obtained 
by calling the Box Office at (201) 893-5112.
Hitting the box office
M ajor League remains in the minors
By Adriana Megaro
Correspondent
Recently, there has been a lot 
of hype about the new movie 
release of Major League.
On its opening night, many 
of its shows were sold out. Of 
course this movie did count on 
the box office attraction of star 
Charlie Sheen and the public 
responded just as expected.
The general idea of Major 
League is not a new one. Robert 
Redford led his team to victory 
in The Natural and more recent­
ly Kevin Costner headed up Bull 
Durham. It seems the public 
loves to combine two of its 
favorite pastimes:* 
the movies.’]
Major League opens “with the 
death of the Cleveland Indians’ 
owner. He leaves the team to
u u lil i i u
ti est-bageball. and
H O jC A la
his scheming wife. She discovers 
a clause in the contract that if 
the attendance is poor enough, 
she could move the team to 
Florida.
Hence, she sets out to put 
together the worst team in 
baseball. Among her recruits 
are Rick (Charlie Sheen), an ex- 
con who has a wicked fastball 
but no control. Jake (Tom 
Berenger), is a has-been catcher 
with two bad knees and the 
hope of a winning season.
Roger (Corbin Bernsen), is a 
“don’t mess with my hair” third 
baseman. It doesn’t sound like 
this team has much of a chance, 
but don’t worry folks. This is 
Hollywood and the typical 
ending does prevail.
There are some highlights in 
this film. One of them is Sheen’s 
appearance as relief pitcher
accompanied by some unusual 
background music (you’ll see). 
Bob Uecker as sportscaster 
Harry Doyle does add some life 
to the film. Even the baseball 
sequences are very funny as we 
follow a losing team in its quest 
for the pennant.
However, the minute we step 
away from the baseball dia­
mond, the movie begins to fall. 
The typical boy-girl subplots 
with shallow characters just 
don’t work. Its main characters 
are never fully developed and 
the movie never truly gets off 
the ground.
You will find yourself rooting 
for the underdogs and generally 
the movie is fun. However, 
Major League does lack the 
warmth of The Natural and the 
freshness of Bull Durham to call 
it a true major league hit.
<
South Street Seaport Profile
By Oren Silverstein
Staff Writer
Okay, it’s Sunday morning 
and you’re bored. You’ve slept 
off last night’s overindulgence.
It’s not the last minute yet, 
so there’s no point in studying 
for that big exam you’ve got 
coming up. Besides, it’s a really 
nice day outside and who wants 
to be cooped up? If you’re in 
a mood for a place where the 
dining is great, shopping, sight­
seeing, and entertainment, visit 
the South Street Seaport.
Located in lower Manhattan, 
between the Brooklyn Bridge 
and the glass towers of the 
financial district, the 200 year 
old seaport just recently cele­
brated its fifth birthday. That 
last statement may not sound: 
as if it makes sense, but it’s true. 
In July of 1983, the Fulton 
Market was opened, triggering 
a renaissance for the area.
Since then, an estimated 
twelve million people have 
visited the area each yea r,, 
making it one of New York’s 
most popular attractions for 
tourists and residents alike.
The Seaport’s rebirth began 
as far back as 1967 with the 
establishment of the South 
Street Seaport Museum. Be­
cause of the rich cultural her­
itage of the area, the Seaport 
was declared a historical land­
mark two years later.
Its historical legacy stems 
from the fact that during the 
19th century, the Seaport and
the surrounding areas was the 
hub of New York’s shipping 
industry. Ships unloaded their 
cargoes of goods from, all over 
the world. It also served as an 
additional drop off point to Ellis 
Island for immigrant arrivals.
Today’s Seaport is able to 
combine the modern and histor­
ical aspects. Both buildings and 
ships from yesteryear have been 
preserved and are open for 
inspection. The 347 foot ship, 
The Peking, the second largest 
sailing ship in existence, has 
been kept in its original glory. 
It is possible to extensively tour 
above and below deck.
With the influx of visitors, the 
Seaport museum is now more 
popular than ever. Over the 
years, various exhibitions have 
been added to its repertoire. 
There is now an exhibition of 
19th century printing tech­
niques, a gallery for changing 
nautical displays, and a boat 
building demonstration as well.
Most notable in the complex 
is the Seaport Theatre. Several 
times a day a 55-minute film is 
shown in the multi-screened 
theatre on the Seaport’s history.
If museum touring is not your 
thing, then you can go shop­
ping. The Fulton Market is the 
mercantile center of the Sea­
port. It is always bustling and 
crowded, stocked with a seem­
ingly endless variety of fresh 
goods from coffee to seafood.
Then there’s the Pier 17 
Pavillion. It is a modern chrome 
and glass structure that contains 
shops ranging from chain out­
lets like The Gap and Banana
Republic to privately owned 
specialty stores selling artwork, 
electronic gadgets, clothing, and 
more.
If you’re looking for nightlife, 
the Seaport is an “in” spot as 
well. Situated on the East River, 
it naturally has the best seafood 
restaurants. They range from 
the trendy and expensive to 
inexpensive take-out, where you 
can eat outdoors, overlooking 
the water.
The Seaport is famous for its 
resident comedy club, Caro­
line’s. Over the past several 
years, Caroline’s has become 
one of the hottest places for 
both established and up and 
coming comedians.
In addition, Caroline’s has 
opened up a second nightspot 
downstairs called Mobile. The 
new room will be a “down home 
food and music club,” featuring 
the hottest gospel, zydeco and 
blues bands. The restaurant will 
be serving traditional New 
Orleans Cajun fare.
During the warmer months 
there are additional outside 
attractions such as local street 
musicians and performers, all 
adding to the local color. It is 
best however, if planning to visit 
specific sights, to find out 
exhibition times or to make 
reservations if they are required.
For further information, call: 
Seaport Theatre: 608-6696 
Seaport Museum: 669-9424 
C aroline’s: 619-4800. All 
numbers are area code 212.
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BSCU is a Class I Organization of the SGA
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IT'S COMING! 
ANEW
REGISTRATION!
m tE m
ÌFÒÌR
IF/ALL Cc Y £ 4 ( C )Cj
Fall 1989 Schedule of Courses Books 
will be available on April 20,1989. 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY!
Full-tlm* undergraduates M UST register In person. Graduate end part-time undergraduates will register by mall. 
This Is not an Advanced Registration...YOU WILL B E  SCHEDULED INTO YOUR C L A S S E S  IMMEDIATELY, IF 
AVAILABLE. WHEN BILLED. YOU W ILL B E  PAYING FOR THESE EXACT C O U R SES  I
FORM S W ILL B E  AVA ILABLE  BY APR IL 20,1989, A S  FOLLOW S:
Full-time undergraduetee with declared majors-forms evellsble In your major department office. 
Full-time undergraduates with undeclared majoro-forms available In Annex E.
Part-time undergraduetes-foims will be mailed to their homes.
Graduate etudente-forme will be mailed to their homes.___________________
Full-time undergraduates will heve a registration appointment dey A time assigned on their forms. 
Students with 68 or more credits earned can expect en appointment on April 25, 26 or 27 
Students with 31-67 credits earned can expect an appointment on May 2,3 or 4.
Students with less than 31 credits earned can expect an appointment on May 9,10 or 11.
Part-time undergraduetee will have a range of dates for subm ission of forms Indicated on their forms. 
Students with 68 or more credits earned can submit forms on April 25,26 or 27.
Students with 31-67 credits earned can submit forms on May 2,3 or 4.
___________ Students with less than 31 credits earned can submit forms on May 9,10 or 11.
Graduate students can submit their forms between April 25-May 11. 
Forms will be processed on a first-received basis.
mm
&Montclair State College
*Registration is April 25-May 11 
This will be a new On-Line process
*Contact your advisor before this period
* Advisors will NOT be at the registration site
*Schedule of Courses Books will be 
available on April 20
*Once you have obtained advisement, select 
courses carefully
*STUDENTS ON FINANCIAL AID SHOULD 
ALSO CONTACT THE FINANCIAL AID 
OFFICE BEFORE REGISTRA TION
¿^Montclair State College
^SILC^
Presents:
CO-ED and MEN’s 
and Softball League
Start gathering your players 
and sign your team up today!
Games Start-April 17 
On Monday and Tuesday 
there will be scrimages
Games Start at 3:00 p.m. 
i-up your Team, which League, 
and your best times, 
on Monday &  Wednesday League 
or Tuesday &  Thursday
Sign-up today at the SILC 
office or fieldhouse 
i-up now for scrimages
SILC It m eUus I  of SO A
classified
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Personals
-Kerri, Jo-el & Kerry-Happy 21st 
Birthday to three of the best friends 
anyone can ask for. I love you guys! 
Love, Kimmer
-George, Looking forward to an excel­
lent time at the ball tonight—I know 
well have one! Thanks for making me 
so happy! Love ya, Kim 
-Congrats Mike & Sonny!! I’m real 
proud of you guys. Are you ready to 
party with the sugsters!!?
-Act-Thanks for letting us use your 
house. —Sonny
-Patrick, maybe someday this will all 
be behind us. Thank you for being a 
sport. Love always, Karen.
-Tammi, I love you so much, stick with 
me. I need you to get me through this 
college mess. Love always, your Honey 
-MSC deserves Mary Jane Linnehan 
for SGA President.
-Anyone’s better than Tommy 
-Hey you two guys, how about a 
friendly game of suck and blow! Love, 
you know who.
-C.B., is it a date or what? signed, “what 
would you do without me?”
-Ma-ri-a, How about them torpedo 
covers? Luv ya??
-Brenda Lou, You are the greatest 
roomie ever, even if you don’t sleep in 
the room anymore. HA HA. I love ya! 
Holly
-Dan, what’s the scoop? The seventh 
floor women.
-Erin, I don’t wanna be a business 
student anymore-“!, I, I, wanna be an 
art student...I, I, I, wanna play with 
paint...!” Luv, Lee
-Stephen-The past year has been the
greatest. Thanks for being yourself,
your very special. Love K
-Nina, the new relationship is FAB!
Alex
-M.C.l. (not the phone co.)—When are 
we going to these baseball games that 
you promised to drag me to??!! Can 
we go to the park again?! Please!! 
Triplets???!! Love—K 
-Dan & Dom-Thanx for coming to our 
aid on Thurs. when we were stalled in 
the rain. -Jill, Shivaun & Karen 
-TKE’s-W hy don’t you throw a REAL 
FRAT PARTY!
-C-Your sister really thought that the 
Seven Simons were the Fixx?! Wow 
that is classic!! I believe that you didn’t 
get into the music enough! Love-me 
-Shivaun and Jill—Blimpie’s! A very wet 
Thurs. night! There we were stalled in 
my car!! Let’s ju s t call it an—  
um...experience!! Love, “wwhat”
-Christine—Hello again! Thanx for 
helping me with my car! In Roy’s, was 
that lady really talking to...ice-cubes??!! 
That manager was a tad strange!! Love 
—Karen
-Jeff Mac.—The hot man with the green 
jacket..LET’S HOOK UP!
-Tunnel sluts are back from the Baha­
mas and we’re ready to rock the Tunnel. 
-EC S
-C -I wish we could just tell some people 
how we feel! Well, at least we are in 
the same boat. -K
-Terri—I enjoyed being with you the 
weekend from 3/30-4/2. I hope we can 
be together more. Jim 
-Tracy-Do you really stroke it the way 
it grows!
ss
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Spring Break 
Celebration!!!
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Beer and Soda By The Pitcher 
New!! Satellite T.V. -  25“ Screens 
Open Jam session and Mike 
Sundays 8:50 p.m.-??
Open 11 a.m. -  2 a.m.
7 days Kitchen 'til midnite
36 BROAD AVENUE BLOOMFIELD,
NEW JERSEY 07003, (201) 743-7208
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GAG REFLEX By John Paul
-To my “Bigs” Albert, Sharon, and 
Steve: You guys are the greatest. 
Thanks so much for your help. Love 
your “little” Kathy
-Russell where were you all night? So 
what really did happen.
-China, come in china.
-Barclay, are you still spinning?
-Can I put Capt. Nerd’s clash up his... 
-Russell-Road trip to New Hampshire, 
Vermont.
-Edgar, You’re the best big ever! 
Thanks for everything. Love, your 
“Little” Janet.
-To E.M.-W hat else do you have 
stashed in the back of your car? 
-Edgar-Enjoy the tequila. I know I did! 
-Sue-Happy Birthday! Have a highball 
on me! Love, Virginia 
-Rene-Thanks for all the support so far. 
You’re the best big sister! Only three 
more weeks! Love,' Siobhan 
-Joe-Thanks for being such a great big 
brother. I’d never make it this far if 
it wasn’t for you. Keep up the support. 
You’re the best. Love, Siobhan 
-STA-These 5 words I say are true. D.J. 
(H.D.)
-To Michelle-the best big in AKY-I’m 
really glad I got you! Love Your “Little” 
Janet.
-Selina AKY-I’m glad you’re my “Big”.
I hope we get together soon. Christine 
-Joe-Can’t keep my eyes off of you and 
your “Bahama” tan -the girl across the 
room.
-To the AM’s of TKE-Good luck. It’s 
going to be a long weekend. Dress 
appropriately. PZ28 
-Mrs. Knightrider-1 just wanted to say 
thanks for being such a good friend. 
By the way, how about handcuffs and 
whipped cream  as an “ activity?” 
301Turbo
-Mo, Cheryl, Ro, and Phyllis-I’m so
psyched about next year. Clove Road
here we come! 308C! Love Janice
-To Barclay-How many channels on
that Walkie Talkie. Russ-T
-So Bill, what room was Jeonette in?
Russ-T
-RRRaheemM
-Billy and Barclay-Good Morning its 
7:00 AM!
-Hi to my Big Brother Joe Toscano!! 
Love your Little, Chuckles AK Psi 
-Hi Chris Crecco! How ya doing? Love 
your little, Rae Anne AK Psi 
-Janine, What else should we do besides 
studying? Love, Rae.
-Hi Dawn! Did any bells ring lately?? 
Love Rae Anne.
-Frank AKY-l’m glad you’re my big 
brother. Just don’t be drunk at honor 
court. Your little sis, Christine 
-Jolly Green Giant-Let’s have a ball 
tonight(ahaha-you know the laugh). 
Wear your best fig leaf outfit, you hot 
thang. Sprout
-Anne: I’m glad we worked everything 
out. Nothing is worth ruining our 
friendship over! Love your big sis, Chris 
P.S. Have fun tonight. I’ll be missing
ya!
-C-How smitten are you??
-Just remember: Fraternal Discretion is 
advised!
-AKY-Thanks for the GREAT PAR­
TIES! Zeta Zi Pledges 
-Lesley Crawley-you’re being admired 
and adored by a person who very much 
likes you. S.A.
-Barry B and Jay C-do like the camel/ 
or the D.A.I.S.Y Age 
-E. White-To Live and Die in New 
York. You’re the freaking man.
-C-Olive Juice
-Linda-What is the word of the week 
and who does it apply to? Never Again! 
-To JT and EM: I must admit: you two 
give “Bugle Boy” an entirely new 
meaning! Love ya, VP 
-Selina of Alpha Kappa Psi-Happy 
Birthday Love, Pledge Kathy 
-Kerry-Happy 21st. I hope your birth­
day was as wonderful an you made 
mine. I love you. Tony 
-Congratulations to the new sisters of 
Alpha Iota Chi-You’re a great pledge 
class! Miss Rooney 
-Joe- I can’t believe it’s almost over! 
Thanks for your support throughout 
the past few weeks. Love your “little” 
Virginia
-To Kerry, Kerri, and Jo-el-Happy 21st 
B-day guys! Drink up! love, Tracy B. 
-Billy-Vanilli & R-R-Rahim—Thanx for 
a magical weekend. Casis! Your roomy, 
Barday
-Carolyn Kowalski: You really came 
back on crutches! Let’s do the Dead 
again. We love you so much—The 
Nuclear Family
-To the Nuclear Family: (alias the Bar 
Dogs)—Can’t wait til next semester— 
you’re all the best. Love you guys to 
pieces, LAS.
-Congratulations to the new sisters of 
Alpha Iota Chi! Good job. AIX #70 
-It all worked out you guys were great! 
Congrats to the new AIX sisters. AIX 
#70
-To my little Phi Sig Lonie: Welcome 
to the outer walls-Love Fugitive 
-Thank you to the old and good luck 
to the new Phi Sigma Sigma executive 
board. Love ex-Archon 
-Melanie W.—I miss you yelling at me 
to get my sweats on so we could practice 
badminton! Please do send my regards 
to Ashley. Love Stella D.
-Sister Maggie, I hope your car is feeling 
better! Love, Pledge Jill 
-To J: who are you? Do you know who 
I am? Yes, love is what I need. Is it 
what you need? Respond back. Tammy 
-To the LAX team, you really believe 
this guy’s shit?
-To Maria and Kim, is it maturity ladies 
or old age? Relax and enjoy life... Stop 
gossiping and bitching 
-Waunable and Beaner-“Hi!” Guess 
who! That’s right it’s me again! Is it 
time to go to J J ’s! Let’s do breakfast, 
ok?! Love Wwhat
-Help get Pass-Fail back for GER’s!!! 
Go out and vote in the SGA elections!!! 
April 15-April 19. Students’ opinions 
do make a difference!!
-Rusty-Get with it and live in Bohn, 
Hollywood
-Roxanne—Q.: Who rings the bells at 
Notre Dame? A.: Quasi-Mo-To. 
-“Don’t shed your blood! Save it to 
donate to the APO Blood Drive. 6 more 
weeks to go!” Alpha Phi Omega-Natl 
Service Frat.
-M ike, I ’m busy tonight, but my 
roommate isn't!?! The Roomies From 
Clove
-Barbyl, Thanks for listening to all of 
my shithead stories, and now my John 
Paul stories. You are the greatest!!! 
Love Nolie
-ZBT Marc, Congratulations on your 
initiation. Love, you know who.
-To the President—Love and best 
wishes. With love, your “special friend.” 
-To ZBT Pledge Ari, Good luck, it’s 
almost over! You’re doing great! 
-Rich-287 days until we are w ed-I love 
you with all of my heart. This weekend 
was heaven. See ya in 2 weeks and one 
day! I Love You, Jenniffer.
-Kelly—you’ve done a great job with the 
ball. Have fun tonight and enjoy! Love, 
“the Prez”
-Rich—If you say my eyes are beautiful, 
it’s because they’re looking at you. Jen 
-Brother Johnny—How ’bout them 
waves? I’m still waiting for dinner, dude. 
Ill drive us in my new car. Love, sister 
Jillybean
-Melissa—Where have you been??!! 1 
miss you! Come visit me sometime. Lee 
-M.C.l. (Not the phone co.)—Well my 
wonderful luck is at work again! Why 
don’t we burn the books and go to a 
bar for an evening! Just a thought, love- 
-K
-Kabu: Word Up! It’s been cool chilin*
with you home boy. It be time to
graduate-Rasheem
-Salad Man for President in *92—paid
for by friends of Salad Man, campaign
headquarters SB 17
-We met Dexter St. Jock in Freeport 
and he made love to us con-stant-ly! 
(WELL!)
-To my AIX family: Thanks for stand­
ing by me. I can’t wait Yil I’m one of 
you!! Pledge Cheri
-Strokin—I stroke it to the east—I stroke 
it to the west-I stroke it to the woman 
that I love best! 1 stroked it in the 
Bahamas!
-Sister Kim, Thanks for being a great
pledge mistress. Love, Jill
-Sue, Jen & Wendy, I more week left.
—Mari
M C  A T
Dr. Blank tsaches 
11 session complete review. 
Copious study materials. 
Video cassette make-ups. 
Interview counseling.
90% success rate.
DP. Blank 201966-9054
D A T / O A T
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THE BROTHERS
OF
PHI—ALPHA—PSI
WELCOME THEIR 
NEWEST 
BROTHERS
R A N jr r ‘SONNY” K H A N N A
&MIKE“SHANK”FRIEDMAN 
TO THE RANKS OF SENATE
KNOWLEDGE GOODNESS SPIRIT
KEEP THE
SENATE 
TRADITION 
ALIVE
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classified
College Students:
FUNDS
are now available for your
EDUCATION
IT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING 
Scholarships*, Fellowships*, Grants*
YOUR ELIGIBILITY 
IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance. 
FO R  M ORE IN FO RM A TIO N  CALL:
1-800-283-8328
A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED 
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement
ACADEM IC FINANCIAL 
ADVISORY PROGRAM
Personals
-Jen,“Is there a Seven Eleven around 
here?” Ohio guys are “great!” Love, 
JoAnn
-Trac, Vic & Jen, Florida was great. 
Next time: no Tammy and a lot more 
Sunblock 15. Love, JoAnn 
-Girls, Once again, you were here when 
I needed you. This was a little more 
serious. At least, she’s not suffering 
anymore. Thank you! Love, Jo 
-M.A. Sang, Tracy Sang, my “Cousin” 
Jim, and Taran should all be aerobic 
instructors!! -M ary Sang 
-Happy Birthday to Mary Ann Sang- 
wich!! Hope it’s the best one yet! Love 
Mary, Carolyn and Liz (P.S. best 
wishes, also, to Lori!)
-Jim, George, and Sanjay-Roadtrip to 
Margate? We’ll settle for “the back 
fence”!
-Marie, O.B., & Hofstra woman--Artic 
Break was great! Who was the real slut? 
You guys are great! Who needs Day­
tona? Love, Virgin Lips 
-To the pledges of D-Phi-E: Good luck 
girls! Hang in there. We know you can 
do it! Love, your pledge mother & 
president, Chris &-Trisha 
-Jen, Here comes the rain. I’ll grab the 
umbrella. You get the dish detergent. 
Love, Zoey
-JoAnn, Thanx for getting pizza with 
me. 1 never knew you could cook 
hotdogs in beer. Love, Zoey 
-Jo, Jen & Trac, Fort Lauderdale was 
awesome! Always remember the Jolly 
Roger and all the good times we had. 
Stay away from 521. Luv, Vic. 
-Denise-thanks for putting up with me. 
You're a great friend & listener. Love, 
Chris
-Flouzzie, Chris, & Denise--I think 
we’re due for a visit to Nerdville (with 
plastic in hand!). Trisha 
-To sister Lisa of AIX-Do you want 
a piece of chocolate? Love Debbie
-To my “Big Sis” Kristen—Get healthy 
and 1 will promise to clean my contact 
lenses. Deal? your blind “little” Amy 
-To Dominic-AKPsi-Little Sister is 
searching for you! Next time please 
introduce yourself. Your “ L ittle” 
deprived sis—Amy
-To the sisters of AIX--I can’t wait until 
pledging is over and I am a sister. Love 
Debbie
-Hey ladies, want the time of your life? 
LL COOL JIM lives on 9 
-Mr. Warden, can’t you take a joke? 
Lucifer and Mr. Hyde 
-To AIX pledges--good luck...It’ll be a 
weekend you’ll never forget! And 
Stacey? You’re in the best of trees. Love 
you! A Sister
-Bub—Cant’ wait 'til semi. No mousse 
though. Maybe I’ll make some for later. 
Love, Me
-What’s you saddle size?
-Schaefer—the one beer to have when 
you’re having more than one.
-Erin and Erik—Welcome home! How 
much better is it in the Bahamas...? 
Thanks for the gift! Love, Lee 
-Karen H.—“It would be good if I had 
your number.”
-Noooooooo.....
-Jen & Jo, Can’t wait for baseball
season. Don’t forget to cheer for the
Atlanta Twids. Love, Tracy
-Vic, Jo & Jen, Now girls, Don’t be
getting your panties in a wad! Love,
Tracy
-Jen, Want a drink? I have some vintage 
Sunny Delight from May ”82. I hear 
it was a good year. Love, Tracy 
-Vic, Next time, please share the 
sunblock! Love, the burn victim 
-Jo, Aren’t you going to move to Ohio 
and live on a farm? Remember, I ROC’s 
rule! Love, Tracy
-To Artie, even though I’m in school
1 want you to know that I still think
about you. Love lzzy
-Good luck to ZBT dies, you’ll need
it!!!
-Patty, you are great, if I get in, we’ll 
go shopping (maybe shoplifting) —Mari 
-1 said chill for now, but maybe later 
you’ll get your chance.
-Bruce Willis look-alike-Freeport-met 
you in churchills-you grabbed my 
daquiri. You’re an asshole. Never go 
to Rutgers. Your name is shit. 
-Christine-S.O.S. I think school is 
winning-maybe ummm...not. I think 
we need this concert.
-W aun—if we procrastinate long 
enough, well get out of everything. Let’s 
go out for that drink and ride to J .J .’s 
to feed that beggar. Beaner 
-Rich, you are the stud of TKE. Keep 
on hooking. 2 AIX admirers 
-To my AIX pledge sister Dimley: we’re 
almost there...Pledge C.M.
-To my big sister: Thanks for the cards 
& your support. I hope I’m making you 
proud! A lX -the  best sorority on 
campus! Love Jennifer (“the blonde”) 
-To the 3 BLANTON GIRLS who left 
the note on my car at Paramus Park 
last Wed. You think like we do! Please 
write back! the TKE from MSC 
-CONGRATULATIONS ZBT ON 
YOUR INDUCTION TO BROTHER­
HOOD!!!!
-Classic from ZBT chill on me forget­
ting your name at the ceremony, 
Hollywood
-To the guy nominated Mr. Octob­
er...or was it November. Try acting like 
a man for a change & keep your zipper 
closed & your mouth shut. Do you 
really think your “stories” impress 
anyone?
-Tom—I love you! Beth 
-L iz-w hat else is under your bed 
besides gremlins? Just wondering? Lee 
-Lee-lf only you knew! 1 cannot print 
it.
-Who’s got the rock???
-“They have spring break!! But thanks 
anyway Claudia!”
-Coach from ZBT—I’m really excited 
you made it...No just kidding—Tommy 
-To my “Big” AKPsi Bro-M ike-thank 
you for helping me "Age my account”- 
-your “Little Sis” Amy
Help Wanted
11 -Need more money? Sell home 
i delivery service of major pub­
lication. Convenient NJ loca­
tion. Flexible shifts, good pay, 
commission. Ideal for students. 
Call Mr. Hart after 1 pm-342- 
1509 n ' ' ' i!!i 
-Sukeroku Japanese Restaurant 
in Little Falls is looking for 
bright, energetic individuals for 
waiters and waitresses. Short 
hours. Flexible schedules. Ex­
cellent pay. Call Joanne 785- 
0479
-Customer Service-America’s 
#1 newspaper needs people to 
solve customer problem/work 
with CRT. F u ll/pa rt time, 
Monday thru Sunday. Non­
smoking office. $8.00/hr. 343- 
2244, Mr. Newton 
-Make Money. Flex-Shifts. 
Enhance circulation of msgor 
publication. Set own earning 
potential. Excellent opportuni­
ty for highly motivated individ­
uals. Convenient NJ location. 
Call Mr. Wood after 1 pm, 342- 
1509
-Activists - Do something im­
portant with your life. The 
fastest growing liberal lobby in 
the U.S. is hiring N.J. can­
vassers for civil, women's and 
gay rights. Earn $250 - 375/wk, 
f/t and p/t. Call the Rainbow
lobby 744-554Q-------------------
-Summer Day Camp sports and 
games supervisor. College se­
nior or higher. Great salary. 
Call Beth @ 446-4100 
-Summer camp counselors - 
Contemporary NJ girls resident 
camp seeks qualified staff who 
enjoys children and the out­
doors. Specialists needed: gym­
nastics, mime, karate, A&C. 
Call 232-3236.
-Summer Day Camp group 
leader. Work with children. 
Terrific for resume. Great salary 
& hours. Call Beth @ 446-4100
-W. Caldwell area. 4 room 
semibasement apartment com­
pletely furnished all appliances 
$550 month includes utilities. 
About 10-15 minutes from the 
college. Call 226-4364 or 403- 
0180.
-A T T E N T IO N -G O V E R N ­
MENT HOMES from $1 <U- 
repair). Delinquent tax proper­
ty. Repossessions. Call 1-602- 
838-8885 Ext. GH 6837 
-ATTENTION—Government 
seized vehicles from  $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes
-Employment opportunities^. Chevys. Surplus buyers guide 
M ^Lhio in f-xiTtino field nf ' 1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 6837avagable in the exdting field o f 
automotive retailing. Justus
West Caldwell. Call 22^7878 
-Parking attendants aft shifts. 
Perfect job for students/Drivers 
license req. 18 or older & haw  
own car. Ex. sal. Call Advanced 
Parking Concepts #  £57-2008, 
T-F 10 am to 5 pm.
-Summer day camp. Pool staff 
with ALS or WSI. Good hours 
and salary. No evenings or 
weekends. Call Beth 201-446- 
4100.
Attention
-Word Processing of resumes, 
thesis. Powerful, professional 
resumes. Psychology thesis our 
specialty. Located in Little 
Falls, off Rt. 23. Special Stu­
dent resume rates. Call 256-4261
X!
-Heading for Europe this 
summer (or anytime}? Jet there 
for no mope than $160 with 
AIRHITCft(R), as reported in 
Consumer Reports, NY Times, 
Let’s Go, Good Housekeeping, 
and national network morning 
shows. For details call 212-864- 
2000 or write : AIRHITCH, 
2901 Broadway, suite 1Q0A, 
N.Y., N.Y. 10025
Wanted
-Immediate cash paid for old 
trains, toys, etc. Any condition. 
Call 838-4290
For Sale
-1976 Datsun 280Z. Black 
Automatic. $2,000 or best offer. 
For more info. Call 385-4919
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D ietetics
Earn a master's degree and/ 
or complete an approved 
preprofessional program 
(AP4) in Dietetics!
Now accepting applications
For more inform ation contact: 
Graduate Coordinator 
Department of Food and Nutrition 
Indiana University o f Pennsylvania 
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-4440 ---------------
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ARE you 
EXPERIENCED ? 1 0
B
y Qet started urith a summer job-long and short term jj
■assignments are available in accounting, adminis- |j tration, custom er rela tions, d a ta  p rocessing , p personnel, mord processing, special project mork, |etc....
FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES
JOBS THRUOUT NORTH JERSEY 
EARN TOP $ $ $  
and GET EXPERIENCE with
STEEPLE TEMPORARY SERVICES 
25 Notch Rd., Little Falls 
(Near route 3 , 23 , 46 , 80 , & ÇSP)
Call Bonnie a t 256-2444  
NEVER A FEE, JUST OPPORTUNITY!
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
44Here’s a tip . . .  
a Tax Tip.”
If you are age 60 and over, a 
low-income earner, have a 
handicap or you don’t speak 
English, the IRS will help 
you. Call IRS about their 
VITA and TCE tax help 
programs. The number is in 
your phone book.
A LESSON IN NEW CAR FINANCING FflOM GMAC FOR 
TWO AND FOUR YEAR COLLEGE GRADUATES 
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS.
i -Sô o2 3 7 '3% H o û
A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PU T YOU IN A 
NEW G M  CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK TH E EASY WAY.
THE GMAC 
College Graduate 
Finance Plan . . .Get $400 
And  Make No  Payments 
For 90 Days*
Call 1-800-237-3264, and you'll find 
out how GMAC can make your after­
college math a lot simpler.
With GMAC’s College Graduate 
Finance Plan, you’ll receive:
► $400 to apply to your down 
payment when you buy a new 
GM car or light-duty truck.
► OR, $400 to apply to your first 
lease payment.
► PLUS, when you buy you may be 
able to defer your first payment 
for 90 days...giving you time to 
get your career up and running 
before you start making 
payments. Finance charges accrue 
from date of purchase.
Another important fact: Your $400 
discount is in addition to any rebate 
or special financing rate available 
when you buy your new GM vehicle.
Guaranteed Financing.
That’s right. Your financing is 
guaranteed as long as you qualify for 
the plan. You can find out all the 
details about qualifying in your 
GMAC College Graduate Finance 
Plan information pack.
Call 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT 
Now For Free Information.
Call 1-800-237-3264 now — or send 
in the coupon —  to receive your free 
GMAC College Graduate Finance 
Plan information pack. There's no 
obligation and you could receive a 
$400 discount on your new GM 
vehicle. Do it today!
GMAC is an Equal Credit Opportunity Company.
*This deferral of payment option is not available 
with leasing or other GMAC programs or in 
Michigan and Pennsylvania, or on vehicles with a 
cash-selling price of less than $10,000 in 
New Jersey.
© 1989 GMAC. All Rights Reserved.
!-----------------------------------------1
□  Yes! Please send my free GMAC 
College Graduate Finance Plan 
information pack. (Print clearly.)
Mailing Address
City
College Name
jL ±
Date of Graduation
Mail to:
GMAC College Graduate 
Finance Plan
General Motors Building, Annex 240 
Detroit, Michigan 48202
Or call 1-800-237-3264 now to request 
your free GMAC College Graduate 
Finance Plan information.
GMAC
L_.
OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF 
AMERICA'S DREAMS , J
C h e v r o l e t  • P o n t ia c  • O l d s m o b il e  • B u ic k  • C a d il l a c  • G M C T r u c k
Cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force 
every year. Although no dollar value can ever 
be placed on a human life, the fact remains that 
our economy loses more than $10 billion in 
earnings every year that cancer victims would have 
generated. Earnings they might still be generating 
if they had known the simple facts on how to 
protect themselves from cancer.
Now you can do something to protect your 
employees, your company, and yourself... call 
your local unit of the American Cancer Society 
and ask for their free pamphlet, "Helping 
Your Employees to Protect Themselves 
Against Cancer." Start your company on a 
policy of good health today!
American Cancer Society
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One Ranger fan’s 
utter frustration
By Kenny Peck
Frustration... Y essss! Being a Ranger fan is probably a lot like getting hit by lightning- 
you have to experience it to really know what it feels like.
Yes, 1 know all about the horror stories about the Red Sox and their fans, but that’s a well- 
documented subject. Boston fans and the story of the lives they lead living and dying with the 
tragedy called the Red Sox sometimes gets more press than the team itself. But although people 
always put the term “long-suffering” in front of the words “Ranger fan”, no one really can understand 
the feelings but the long sufferers themselves.
First place midseason, four and out in the first round of the playoffs. If it makes sense to 
you, please explain it to us long-sufferers. We are out of excuses, explanations, and almosts. We 
see no light at tunnell’s end, just a black wall of darkness. You look at the Rangers’ roster, and 
it seems like many lifetimes will pass before the Rangers win a Cup again. Watching them play, 
you begin to wonder if they ever did win the Cup, or if it was just a myth dreamed up by the 
NHL to prevent the New York area from just flagging the whole idea of hockey. It might not 
have been a bad idea.
At the Meadowlands
Precious Paul 
&Deadly Dorone
Run the Risk 
Academy Award
Psycho Rich 
&Dave the Barber
The Porter Gray 
Pocono Fox 
Smoke Filled Room 
Lady Camay 
Explicit Language 
Best O f Dani
Mike the Spike 
&Kenny Do It?
Nuke Attack 
Aber Time 
Joint Resolution 
Yankee Tea 
Nuclear Nightmare
Tony the Tiger 
&Frank the Fade
Lockie Vance N  
Wrangler 
Starmaster
+$86.60 +$58.40 -$8.60 -$9.40
Part-Timers
Looking fo r  self-motivated 
individuals to earn $400 to $800 per 
week in a new fast-growing industry.
Earn Money from Day 1
Call Rick at 1-800-365-8852
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Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports 
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. 
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered 
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, 
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student 
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer 
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for 
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.
1. What country won the most medals in the 1980 Winter 
Olympics?
2. What Atlanta Braves owner appointed himself manager 
in 1977?
3. Who is the on Iy member of the Baseball Hall of Fame 
and the National Football Hall of Fame?
4. How many career home runs did Babe Ruth hit?
5. Who died in 1959, having won over 50 major billiard 
championships in his lifetime?
•addon m\/A  S -flL P ip « q q n H  
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
In what city is the jockeys’ Hall of Fame located? Detroit, 
Michigan.
Submitting the correct answer:
Marc Brodsky and the Kentucky Philharmonic.
This week’s stumper:
What song is played before the running of the Kentucky 
Derby?
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Jeffrey nam ed Coach o f  the Year 
fo r  N JA C  and A  tlantic R egion
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor
MSC women’s basketball 
coach Jill Jeffrey isn’t looking 
toward next season~not yet, 
anyway.
The fifth-year coach would 
like to savor the moment after 
her team of upstarts surprised 
everyone, Jeffrey included, with 
a 20-8 season and an NCAA 
playoff bid, the program’s first 
in 11 years.
“This season was our best 
year since I played here,” Jeffrey 
said. “That tells me we’re on the 
right track.
“Right now, it’s hard to look 
ahead to next season. This was 
the kind of year you want to 
enjoy a little.”
Jeffrey is certainly enjoying 
her off-season, as she was 
recently honored with both the 
New Jersey Athletic Conference 
and the Atlantic Region Coach 
of the Year awards.
“I was pleasantly surprised,” 
said Jeffrey of receiving the 
awards. “I do hope, though, that 
my team understands what 
these awards represent to me. 
To me, they represent our team, 
and their trust and receptiveness 
and the hard work they put on 
the floor.
“They are the team’s awards, 
and they do deserve them.”
MSC women’s head coach Jill Jeffrey during a recent game.
Jeffrey also singled out assist­
ant coaches Stephanie Burt and 
Rich Nocero as being important 
influences on the team through­
out the season.
“We’re very fortunate to have 
both of them,” Jeffrey said. 
“Their dedication and effort was 
outstanding. I’m pleased we can 
have the kind of success we’ve 
shared because people that 
work that hard should be re­
warded for that kind of effort.” 
Jeffrey and her assistants are 
currently involved with the
recruiting process, although she 
says it is “still too early” for 
many of the high school athletes 
to reach decisions.
“A lot of athletes are two or 
three sport athletes,” she said, 
“and many have Division I 
hopes.
“We try to recruit players 
with strong character, players 
that are willing to work hard,” 
Jeffrey continued. “With those 
types of kids, miracles can 
happen.”
A la 1988-89.
Inside:
Jill Jeffrey, head coach o f  the M SC women’s 
basketball team, discusses the 1988-89 season.
See page 23.
Dominican nips MSC with four in ninth
Vanderoef pitches well, but late rally snaps two-game Indians win streak
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________
Dom inican 6-M SC 5
Dominican stormed back 
from a 5-2 deficit with four runs 
in the ninth inning as the 
Indians (13-5, 3-1) fell to the 
Chargers, 6-5, for the second 
time this season yesterday at 
Pittser Field.
A two-out, two-run triple by 
Bill Doby and a run-scoring 
single by Pablo Robledo in the 
ninth gave Dominican a 6-5 
advantage.
The loss overshadowed a fine 
pitching performance by Indian 
righthander Jeff Vanderoef, 
who allowed only two runs over 
7 2/3 innings.
John Deutsch was two for 
four with three RBI’s for the 
Indians, who fell to Dominican 
by a score of 9-4 back on March 
28 in New York.
M SC 12-Bloomfield 6
The Indians jumped out to a 
6-0 lead in the first inning 
enroute to a 12-6 thrashing of 
Bloomfield College Tuesday at 
Pittser Field.
Leftfielder Leroy Horn led 
the hit parade with two home 
runs and knocked in four runs, 
while Deutsch had a two-run 
double and a sacrifice fly for a 
total of three runs batted in.
Drew Ryan pitched five in­
nings and picked up the win for 
MSC to improve his record to 
1- 2 .
Softball
, MSC righthander Jeff Vanderoef lets one fly during yesterday’s game against Dominican.
M SC 5-William Paterson 3
Lefthander Brian Devins ran 
his mark to 4-0 with a complete 
game win over William Pater­
son Monday at Pittser Field.
The junior survived a shaky 
first inning in which the Pio­
neers scored two runs on two 
hits and two walks. Devins was 
able to escape further damage 
by getting Tony Sanatore to 
ground into a 4-6-3 double play.
Devins settled down after the 
initial frame, scattering five hits
over the final eight innings to 
pick up the victory.
Scott Aswad and Chris Bell 
had back-to-back RBI singles in 
the third to put the Indians 
ahead. Mike Dixon was three- 
for-four for MSC.
M SC  17-Kean 6 (1st)
MSC scored 12 runs in the 
eighth inning to take control 
of the opener of a doubleheader 
in Union.
Catcher Rich Belbruno hit a 
grand slam to key the uprising, 
while John McClain contribut­
ed with a two-run single. Elliot 
Morgan added a solo home run 
for MSC, while Puskar was 
three-for-five with two RBI’s.
Senior righthander Wayne 
Masters was the beneficiary of 
the attack as he raised his record 
to 2-0 on the year.
Kean 9-M SC 6 (2d)
The Indians took a 6-3 lead 
into the fifth only to see the 
Cougars climb back into it on 
the strength of a grand slam in 
the six-run Cougar fifth.
John Puskar was two-for-five 
and scored two runs for the 
Indians, while McClain and 
Dixon were both two-for-four 
with an RBI.
M SC 4-Ram apo 1
Ryan went the distance, scat­
tering eight hits and striking out 
seven along the way as the 
Indians scored a 4-1 win over 
Ramapo Friday.
Horn knocked in two runs for 
MSC on a bases loaded walk 
in the first and a sacrifice fly 
in the third. Bell also knockedin 
a run with a sacrifice fly, while 
Brandon had a run-scoring 
single.
team splits two NJA C doubleheaders
Wilson named NJAC Player of the Week
MSC's Kim Wilson was named the New Jersey Athletic Conference Softball Player of the 
Week for the week ended April 10.
Wilson had five hits in nine at bats in MSC’s four games last week, including two doubles 
and a home run against Ithaca and a two-for-two performance against Glassboro State. She 
drove in four runs in each game, which were both won by the Indians.
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________
M SC  3-W illiam Paterson 2 
(1st)
Andrea Peters led the MSC 
attack by knocking in two 
Indian runs in a 3-2 win over 
William Paterson in the first 
game of a doubleheader Tues­
day afternoon.
Peters scored Donna Brooks, 
who led off with a triple in the 
first.
The Pioneers struck back 
with two in the second on a two- 
run single by Erin Shaughnessy, 
but in the third, Peters knocked 
in Brooks with a triple to tie 
the score at 2-2.
The Indians (14-6, 2-2) took 
a 3-2 lead in the fourth as Linda 
Giarusso reached on an error, 
was sacrificed to second, and 
scored on another Pioneer 
error.
Freshman Lois Fyfe (7-4) was 
able to stifle William Paterson 
the rest of the way for the win.
William Paterson 7-M SC 2
William Paterson scored four
in the first inning and two in 
the second enroute to a 7-2 win 
in the nightcap.
The Indians got on the board 
in the second inning on consec­
utive singles by Giarusso and
Burke and a Pioneer error. In 
the sixth, Giarusso singled 
home Peters, who had doubled.
Peters (0-1) took the loss for 
MSC.
Glassboro St. 4-M SC 3 (1st)
Errors on the field and on the 
basepaths were the Indians’ 
downfall as they staked the 
Profs a 4-0 lead on the way to 
a 4-3 loss Saturday in the opener 
of a doubleheader.
M SC  9-Glassboro St. 4 (2d)
Kim Wilson went two-for- 
two and knocked in four runs 
to lead the Indians to a 9-4 win 
in the second game of the 
twinbill.
